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ABSTRACT
A mathematical representation for a polycrystalline,
thin-tape, ferromagnetic metal is derived for the operating
conditions found during flux resetting in a magnetic ampli-
fier. The starting point for the derivation is the dynamic
behavior of the magnetization process in ferromagnetic single
crystals reported in the literature. The general reactor
representation is simplified to a form which is suitable for
magnetic-amplifier analysis, and the simplified representa-
tion is verified experimentally. The constants which describe
the reactor characteristics are obtained from a constant cur-
rent switching characteristic of the type used for describing
reactors in the digital-computer field.
The simplified reactor representation is applied to the
analysis of a single-core, self-saturating magnetic-amplifier
circuit with a direct resetting voltage and arbitrary reset
circuit resistance. The results of the analysis yield reason-
ably accurate predictions of the amplifier input-output char-
acteristic over wide ranges of supply frequency and reset cir-
cuit resistance. In addition, the reset circuit parameters
necessary for maximum power gain are obtained in terms of the
reactor constants and supply frequency. At the same time,
the analysis yields a measure of the relative reset circuit
resistance necessary for operation with so-called current
control and voltage control. This provides an answer to the
problem of whether reset aircuit resistance is high or low.
Thesis Supervisor: David C. White
Title: Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
1.0.0 ObJectives
In the analysis of a self-saturating magnetic amplifier,
the flux resetting characteristic of the saturable reactor
must be described analytically. In most analyses of the past,
the reactor characteristic has been represented by a single-
valued relation between flux and magnetomotive force. Such a
restrictive representation does not yield correct predictions
of magnetic-amplifier performance over wide ranges of supply
frequency and control-circuit resistance. In order to obtain
such predictions, a more general representation of the reactor
characteristic must be used. Consequently, the objectives of
this research are: (1) to obtain a more general reactor repre-
sentation, and (2) to apply this representation to the analysis
of a single-core, self-saturating magnetic amplifier.
SMathematically, the generalization of the reactor repre-
sentation must be obtained by the use of one or more variables
in addition to flux and magnetomotive force. .These additional
variables, which must describe the physical processes active
in the reactor material, will be obta'ined from a consideration
of the dynamics of ferromagnetic domains. Although little de-
tailed information is available about the magnetization pro-
cess in polycrystalline specimens, several studies of single-
crystal specimens in which agreement between theory and exper-
iment was good have been reported in the literature. Conse-
quently, the equations describing domain wall dynamics in
single crystals will be used as a starting point for the deri-
vation of a representation for a polycrystalline reactor mate-
rial. The representation in its most general form will be too
complicated for simple inclusion in a magnetic-amplifier
analysis; eonsequently, the general representation will not
be checked experimentally. Several simplifications will be
made in the representation to facilitate circuit analyses.
These simplified representations will be experimentally veri-
fied for simple types of excitation0
The magnetic-amplifier analysis yields predictions of
magnetic-amplifier characteristics over wide ranges of supply
frequency and control-circuit resistance. The predictions
with respect to control-circuit resistance also give inform-
ation about the maximum power gain obtainable with a given
reactor as a function of supply frequency. In addition, a
definition of "high" and "low" control-circuit resistance,
with an adequate description of the transition region, will
be obtained. Such a definition is not available in the lit-
erature.
1.1.0 Present Status of Magnetic-Amplifier Theory
In order to define the ferromagnetic problem to be
solved, magnetic-amplifier theory must be reviewed. Conse-
quently, a brief history of magnetic amplifiers will be given
along with the types of analyses used and the limitations of
each analysis.
1.1.1ol Brief History of Magnetic Amplifiers
A magnetic amplifier is defined by the AIEE Magnetic
Amplifier Committee as "a device using saturable reactors
W i
either alone or in combination with other circuit elements to
secure amplification or control."l* The phenomenon used "to
secure amplification or control" is the flux saturation prop-
erty of ferromagnetic materials. Thus the above definition
includes all circuits utilizing controllable saturable reactors
regardless of whether or not useful power gain is obtained.
The primary objective of this research is the analysis of the
self-saturating magnetic amplifier which provides a useful
power gain; consequently, the historical description will be
limited to those magnetic-amplifier circuits which provide
useful power gain.
The earliest magnetic amplifiers were the so-called
series- and parallel-connected saturable-reactor circuits
shown schematically in Fig. 1-1. These circuits were first
used during the early years of the twentieth century. 2'3
There was little nonlinear-circuit analysis at that time; con-
sequently, experimental curves for existing amplifiers were
used for application purposes. A short time later, a piece-
wise linear analysis having application to saturable-reactor
circuits was presented by Boyajian.- He applied the analysis
to saturable-reactor circuits using a piece-wise linear approx-
imation to the normal magnetization curve of the reactor. The
cores used in the early saturable-reactor circuits were con-
structed of stacked laminations of transformer steel; thus the
magnetic paths contained relatively large air gaps. Reactors
constructed by the use of such cores were accurately described
by normal magnetization curves.
The superscript numerals refer to the bibliography.
During the 1930's and 1940's, better ferromagnetic mate-
rials were developed, along with improved techniques of core
fabrication to reduce air gaps. It was determined that im-
provements in core materials beyond a certain quality gave no
further improvement in magnetic-amplifier performance. This
resulted because the saturable-reactor circuits have definite
limits of operation even for perfect reactors 7 ioeo, re-
actors having zero saturated impedanceg infinite unsaturated
impedance, and no losses, as shown in Fig. 1-2. The analysis
given by Johannessen 5 showed that when the reactor character-
istics are improved beyond the point where the unsaturated re-
actor impedance is large compared to the load resistance, no
further improvement in amplifier characteristics is obtained.
At the same time that core materials were being improved,
better dry rectifiers became available. These rectifiers were
first used to rectify the output of the magnetic-amplifier cir-
cuits for the purpose of obtaining d-c output. This mode of
operation did not appreciably affect the magnetic-amplifier
characteristics. However, when the rectified load current was
made to flow through a winding in such a way as to aid the con-
trol-current, both the power gain and the speed of response
were improved0  The use of the load current in this way was
termed "feedback"3 however, the results (increase of gain and
decrease of time constant) are not consistent with conventional
feedback amplifier theory. Johannessen 5 removed the inconsis-
tency by pointing out that the increase in power gain results
because the addition of the rectifiers to provide "feedback"
effectively raises the input impedance of the device, while
i
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control
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saturable reactor
d-c
control
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saturable reactor
Fig. 1.1. Saturable reactor circuits
6
infinite
slope
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Fig. 1.2. O-F characteristic of ideal saturable reactor
MI
the volt-time integral (flux) necessary for control remains
the same. By the same token, the time constant is reduced,
because the apparent inductance of the control circuit remains
the same, while the input impedance is increased. A series-
connected saturable-reactor circuit with external "feedback"
is shown schematically in Fig. 1-3.
When the discovery was made that rectified load-current
feedback improved the dynamic performance of magnetic ampli-
fiers, several investigations were made into the extent of
improvement possible. With the highly rectangular B-H loop
materials and 100 percent feedback (feedback turns equal to
load turns), it was expected that the circuit would have
practically infinite gain. The gain was much lower than the
analyses indicated 9 for any feedback above 80 percent.l0 The
reduction in gain from the high level expected occurred because
the high level of feedback increased the input impedance until
it was limited by either reactor or rectifier characteristics.
It was found that practical circuits could be designed in which
the rectifier operation was essentially ideal; thus the ultimate
limitation on magnetic-amplifier performance was shown to be the
dynamic reactor characteristics.
Experiments performed with 100 percent feedback showed
that essentially the same dynamic performance could be obtained
by eliminating the feedback winding and by placing rectifiers
in series with the load-circuit windings in the parallel-
connected saturable reactor. A circuit operating in this
manner is called a self-saturating circuit. 'Several different
self-saturating circuits then evolved, two examples of which
are shown schematically in Fig. 1-4. At this time, in magnetic-
amplifier development, gapless toroidal cores fabricated by
spirally winding thin metal tapes became available. In order
to apply these new cores in the circuits using the three-
legged core construction, it was only necessary to wind a con-
trol winding on each core separately or on both cores together
after the power windings had been placed on the separate cores.
An example of a self-saturating magnetic amplifier using two
separate cores is shown in Fig. 1-5.
In any self-saturating magnetic-amplifier circuit there
is a rectifier associated with the load winding which is coupled
to each magnetic circuit. Consequently, a multi-core magnetie-
amplifier circuit can be treated as an interconnection of sim-
ple circuits, each containing one rectifier and one magnetic
circuit. Such a simple circuit is known as a single-core,
self-saturating circuit, and is shown schematically in Fig. 1-6.
With the advent of the self-saturating magnetic amplifier,
there appeared in the literature a great many analyses of a
large number of self-saturating circuits. The usual procedure
has been to attempt an analysis of the single-core circuit,
and then to infer the operation of a more complicated circuit
from the result. The principal shortcoming of each of these
analyses has been that the operation of the reactor has been
approximated by a -mathematical representation of insufficient
generality to allow accurate description of the operation in a
magnetic amplifier. These mathematical representations were
usually derived empirically from some measured termbnal charac-
teristic under simplified excitation conditions, an4 no
i
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consideration was given to the physical processes active in the
core material. The result has been that each analysis was
valid only for the particular experimental arrangement used,
and attempts to generalize the results to other circuit con-
ditions were usually doomed to failure. Two notable areas of
failure of presently available analyses are: accurate predic-
tions of gain with changes in control-circuit impedance level,
and with changes in supply frequency.
Before specifically treating these previous analyses of
the single-core, self-saturating magnetic amplifier, a brief
description of the circuit will be given. In addition, a
simple analysis of the circuit will be made to indicate the
type of information about the reactor which is necessary for
solution of the equations.
1.1.2 Operation of the Single-Core Circuit
The single-core, self-saturating magnetic-amplifier cir-
cuit is shown in detail schematically in Fig. 1-7. The satu-
rable reactor is assumed to have a flux saturation character-
istic which is abrupt enough so that switching occurs when the
reactor saturates. A dynamic B-H loop for a typical reactor
core material is shown in Fig. 1-8. Similarly, the rectifier
is assumed to have a reverse-to-forward impedance ratio high
enough to be considered as a switch. A characteristic curve
for a typical rectifier is shown in Fig. 1-9. The supply
voltage eg is usually sinusoidal, while the control voltage ec
is usually unidirectional.
With these approximations and definitions, the operation
of the circuit of Fig. 1-7 is as follows. At the start of an
interval of time during which the supply voltage e has the
polarity shown in Fig. 1-7, there is a flux 0o in the reactor,.
as shown on the O-F loop of Fig. 1-10. The rectifier conducts,
and practically all the supply voltage appears across winding
N as a rate of change of flux linkages. This condition holds
while the core operation traverses path ab in Fig. 1-10. When
point b is reached, the reactor saturates and switches the sup-
ply voltage to the loado At the end of the positive alterna-
tion of supply voltage, the reactor operation returns to the
region of residual flux. As the supply voltage goes negative,
the rectifier blocks, and the control voltage drives the core
flux negative along some path 2A to the flux level 0o at the
start of the next positive alternation of the supply voltageo
Thus it is evident that the rectifier acts as a switch to give
a low impedance while power is delivered to the load, and a
high impedance when the control signal is causing flux change
from saturation. The amount of flux change from saturation is
determined by the control signal. Since the control signal is
effective during a negative alternation of the supply voltage,
and the output determined by this signal occurs during a posi-
tive alternation of the supply voltage, a dead-time occurs be-
tween the application of a control signal and the appearance
of an outputo
lolo3 Previous Analyses of the 'Single-Core Circuit
Before treating the previous attempts at analysis of this
circuit, considerable simplification can be accomplished by an
enumeration of the assumptions common to all the analyseso
These assumptions can best be given in terms of the circuit
1000
500
inverse voltage (volts)
300 200 100
2-
Fig. 1.9. Voltage-current characteristic of
Silicon Junction Rectifier IN336
Fig. 1.10. O-F loop of saturable reactor
,olts)
2 4
E
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equations. Referring to the circuit of Fig. 1-7, the voltage
equations are:
dX
e = v x+ i L + (1-1)g x L g dt (i-)
dX
e Z i + --_ (1-2)c cc dt
where the winding resistances are included in the impedances.
The assumptions made in the analyses to be discussed are:
(1) The load impedance is resistive.
(2) The control impedance is resistive except in cases
where the control source is a current source, and then Zc is
immaterial.
(3) The rectifier is assumed resistive, such that
i = Rxi (1-3)
where R is either the forward resistance Rf or the reverse
resistance Rr. In some cases the additional assumptions are
made thatR = 0 and R = oo.f r
(4) Leakage flux is neglected, so that unity coupling
occurs between windings when the reactor is unsaturated, giving:
X X
N Na(1-4)
g c
(5) When the reactor is saturated, no additional flux
change occurs, so that
dx dX
-a = _a = 0 (1-5)dt dt
This assumption neglects the air-core inductance of the windings.
(6) Sinusoidal supply voltage:
e = E sin at (1-6)
g gI
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(7) Uni-directional control voltage, either a direct
voltage or a rectified sinusoidal voltage.
The assumptions given above yield simplifications of
Eqs. (1-1) and (1-2) to:
e = Rxig + RLi g+ Ng dt (1-7)
e R i + N d (1-8)
e c c c dt
These two equations are the basis for the analyses that have
been made. Note that Eqs. (1-7) and (1-8) contain three un-
knowns: ig, i , and 0. Thus an additional equation is needed
to allow solution. This additional equation must be determined
by the characteristics of the reactor, because it must relate
the mmfls applied to the reactor and the resultant flux in the
reactor.
In early attempts at analyzing the single-core, self-
saturating magnetic-amplifier circuit, the control source was
assumed to be a current source, and some single-valued magneti-
zation curve was assumed.8 912 '13  Such a single-valued magneti-
zation characteristic gave poor results with reactors contain-
ing gapless cores. The next improvement in analysis came when
it was noted that the transfer characteristic of the single-
core circuit looked more like the back side of a dynamic B-H
loop. 1 4  Consequently the assumption was made that the reactor
operated on a major B-H loop, and the differential equations
were solved graphically.1 5 The results were still not very
accurate, and the type of error encountered varied among core
materials. Next, the reactor core was assumed to operate along
a major dynamic B-H-loop for high saturation, anr along the normal
magnetization curve for low saturation.1 6 The upper and lower
limits were plotted, and a straight line was drawn between them.
The results of this analysis were not widely applicable.
The several attempts to relate the non-symmetrical opera-
tion in the self-saturating magnetic amplifier to symmetrical
core characteristics were not very gratifying. Consequently,
attempts were made to measure core properties while the core
was operating in a self-saturating circuit. The first attempt
at this was the work of Lehman.17 He used a calibrated oscil-
loscope to measure the reset flux from saturation as a function
of control mmf with the core operating in a single-core, self-
saturating circuit. The shortcoming of this approach was the
lack of any method of predicting how this reset flux curve
would change with changes in external conditions: i.e., control-
circuit resistance, control-source waveform, supply frequency,
etc. Work along this line was performed by Roberts in connec-
tion with a circuit for core testing and grading.18 He points
out the problem of rectifier "backfiring," the conduction of
the load-circuit rectifier during the reset half-cycle, in
limiting reset flux. Like the work done before, the resulting
curves were applicable only if the external circuit conditions
were not changed drastically.
Additional study of the behavior of reactors in magnetic
amplifiers was performed by Lord. 1 9 ' 2 0 These studies were pri-
marily experimental investigations of the apparent operating
$-F loops in magnetic-amplifier circuits with different levels
of control-circuit impedance. No analytical expressions were
I,
12
derived to describe the core materials in these experiments,
although the experiments demonstrated that variables, in addi-
tion to flux and current, are needed to describe a core mate-
rial. A study similar to Lord's studies was made by Huhtao21
In this study, the rate of change of flux as a function of time
was investigated for several materials with current-source ex-
citation. The effects of the resulting voltage waveforms on
the operation of a single-core, self-saturating magnetic am-
p.lifier were discussed graphically. No analytical expressions
describing the core material were derived or used.
The references cited represent essentially all the pub-
lished methods of analysis of magnetic amplifiers. The disad-
vantage of all the analyses is the lack of a mathematical rep-
resentation of the reactor core material which is sufficiently
general to describe the amplifier under a variety of external
circuit conditions. The representation is so restricted that
the curves obtained by Lehmanl7 and Roberts1 8 with current
sources for control cannot be generalized, even by model theory,
to other control sources. Thus a generalized representatfion for
the core material is needed to allow accurate prediction of
magnetic-amplifier characteristics under a variety of operating
conditionso
Before a mathematical representation of the core material
can be derived, the physical processes active in the core mate-
rial must be understood. Thus a brief review of the theory of
ferromagnetism will be given,
F-
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Fig. 1.11. Domain configurations
direction of easy
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Fig. 1.12. Specimen shape for mathematical representation.
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1.2.0 Theory of Ferromagnetism
The present-day theory of ferromagnetism is based on
quantum mechanics. The ferromagnetism in materials is due to
a spontaneous alignment, below the ferromagnetic Curie temper-
ature, of unpaired electron spins. These unpaired spins, oc-
curring at the 3d level in iron, cobalt, and nickel, are held
in alignment by quantum mechanical exchange forces. 22
Ferromagnetic materials form in small crystals; conse-
quently, the properties can be discussed in terms of a single
crystal. Of course, practically all technical ferromagnetic
devices are polycrystalline; and account must be taken of the
nonuniformity of the crystals.
For the purpose of discussion, consider a rectangular,isingle-crystal, ferromagnetic specimen. The quantum mechani-
cal exchange forces tend to align all the unpaired spins to
form the bar magnet shown in Fig. 1-11a. The closure field
external to the crystal requires considerable energy. A con-
figuration requiring less energy in the closure field is that
shown in Fig. 1-lib. In this case the unpaired electron spins
are aligned within two limited regions called domains, the di-
rection of alignment of the spins being different in the two
domains. The transition region between the two domains, where
the change in direction of the electron spins takes place, is
called a domain wall or Bloch wall. In this case the transition
region is a 180-degree wall, because the spins are rotated 1800
through the wall. The amount of energy required in the closure
fields is reduced further in the domain configuration of Fig.l-llc.
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Since energy is required to establish the domain walls, the
stable domain configuration for a particular specimen will be
one in which the decrease in closure field energy due to the
creation of additional domain walls equals the energy required
to establish the additional wallso In the case where a material
has two easy directions of magnetization, a stable configuration
can be that shown in Fig. l-lld, where the external closure
fields are reduced to zeroo The triangular closure domains
are bounded by 90-degree Bloch walls. 2 3
Ferromagnetic crystals exhibit easy and hard directions of
magnetization0  The additional amount of energy necessary to
change the state of magnetization from an easy to a hard direc-
tion is called the magnetic anisotropy energy. Consequently,
whether or not closure domains form as shown in Fig. 1-11d de-
pends on whether the anisotropy energy in the closure domains
is larger or smaller than the energy of external closure fields
that exist when the closure domains are not present.
The domain walls have thicknesses determined by two types
of energy. The quantum mechanical exchange energy is a minimum
when adjacent spins are alignedo thus it tends to make the walls
thicko The magnetic anisotropy energy is a minimum when all
spins are aligned along easy directions; hence it tends to make
the walls thin. The combination of these two energy terms gives
the wall thickness: 23 In 3.8% Si-Fe, for instance, the wall
thickness is of the order of 300 atomic diameters. 24
The magnetization in a specimen occurs in domains each of
which is saturated in a particular direction; conseauently, a
change in the net magnetization of the specimen will occur
through a change in domain pattern by the movement of the
domain walls, so that domains with orientation in the direc-
tion of the applied field grow at the expense of the domains
with magnetization opposite to the applied field. When a
specimen is saturated in one direction so that it is one large
domain, small domains of reverse magnetization must be formed
before walls can be moved to reverse the magnetization. The
process by which domains of reverse magnetization are formed
is called the process of nucleation.24  Since the reactor flux
is reset from near residual in a self-saturating magnetic-
amplifier circuit, and since the reactors used have gapless
cores with highly rectangular B-H loops, the two problems of
nucleation and wall movement must be considered in the treat-
ment of the resetting characteristics of the reactor.
1.2.1 Processes of Nucleation
Consider an annular ring of ferromagnetic material having
an easy direction of magnetization along the circumference, as
shown in Fig. 1-12. If a field is applied which is strong
enough to completely magnetize the specimen in one direction,
then when the field is removed, if the specimen is pure enough,
the single-domain configuration will remain. If the field is
reversed and increased slowly from zero, no change will take
place until a critical field is reached at which field-strength
domains of reverse magnetization form. At this point, domain
walls are available for reversal of magnetization by movement
of the walls through the material. This movement will be treated
in the next section.
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The process of nucleation takes place when the nucleated
configuration is energetically favorable with respect to the
unnucleated configuration, and when there is no insurmountable
energy barrier between the two configurations. If an energy
barrier does exist between the two configurations, then ther-
mal agitation might be sufficient to cause the transition.
For a perfect crystal, Dijkstra2 5 has shown that the tempera-
ture necessary to cause nucleation is several orders of mag-
nitude higher than the ferromagnetic Curie temperature. In
fact, any process of nucleation in a perfect crystal will re-
quire fields much greater than those found experimentally to
be necessary for nucleation.2 5  In view of this result, nu-
cleation field strength, as measured experimentally, does not
appear to be an inherent property of a material.
If nucleation field strength is not an inherent property
of a material, it must depend on the configuration of the
specimen. When a specimen contains an imperfection such as a
notch in the surface, as shown in Figo 1-13a, so-called free
magnetic poles form where the magnetization intersects a mate-
rial discontinuity. Since energy is associated with the form-
ation of the free poles, the system energy can be reduced by
the formation of closure domains as illustrated in Fig. 1-13b
when the material has two directions of easy magnetization.
These closure domains may be a source of mobile domain walls;
thus the formation of the closure domains can be considered
as a nucleation processo An experimental result in support
A!
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Sfree magnetic poles
(a) Illustrating free poles
at imperfection
(b) Illustrating closure domains
at imperfection
Fig. 1.13. Specimen with surface imperfection
rotation
Fig. 1.14. Processes of flux change
energy
wall position
Fig. 1.15. Energy as a function of wall position
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of this viewpoint was reported by Williams.2 4  In this partic-
ular experiment, the nucleating field strength for a perminvar
ring sample was reduced by a factor of two by cutting a notch
in the surface of the specimen. This result was cited by
Williams24 in support of the theory that nucleation in a ferro-
magnetic specimen occurs at lattice imperfections. Goodenough26
has made order-of-magnitude calculations for four types of pos-
sible nucleation sites in polycrystalline materials: (1) granu-
lar inclusions, (2) lamellar precipitates, (3) grain boundaries,
and (4) crystalline surfaces. Of these four possible nucleation
sites, the most probable sites for the formation of mobile domain
walls, as indicated by a comparison of theoretical and experi-
mental nucleating field strengths)are the grain boundaries and
crystalline surfaces.
In a polycrystalline specimen, nucleation at grain bounda-
ries indicates a volume process, while nucleation at crystal-
line surfaces indicates a surface process. Friedlander27 pre-
sents experimental evidence with different thicknesses and
widths of Orthonol to indicate that nucleation is primarily
a surface process. However, if the thin tapes tested by Fried-
lander were only one grain thick, and if the grain surface size
stayed constant with thickness, then nucleation at grain bounda-
ries would appear essentially as a surface process.
Thus, in the thin-tape, grain-oriented, high-permeability
polycrystalline ferromagnetic metals treated in this research,
nucleation will be assumed to occur at grain boundaries and at
crystalline surfaces.
Trademark of Magnetics, Inc., Butler, Pa. for highly
grain-oriented and annealed 50 Ni-50 Fe.
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1.2.2 Domain Wall Motion
There are two processes by which the magnetization of a
specimen can be changed: rotation of the spin directions within
a domain through a small angle, and movement of domain walls
which rotates spins through a large angle in a limited region.
In the highly grain-oriented rectangular B-H loop materials,
the rotation process contributes very little flux change, usu-
ally accounting for the flux change from remanance to satura-
tion in the same direction as indicated in Fig. 1-14. This
difference is usually an indication of the departure from per-
fect grain orientation. For the most part, the reversal of
flux from remanance is accomplished by domain wall movement.
Since in a magnetic amplifier the flux reset from near rema-
nance must be found, the domain wall movement will be the only
process of flux change considered.
Domain wall movement occurs in two forms: reversible and
irreversible. When a domain wall exists in a specimen with no
field applied, the system energy as a function of wall position
will be irregular and will have a shape something like that de-
picted in Fig. 1-15. With no field applied, the wall will come
to rest at a minimum of energy. If a small field is applied
such that the wall does not move over a peak of energy, and
then the field is removed, the wall will return to its initial
position. This is reversible domain wall movement. If, on the
other hand, a field is applied such that the wall moves past a
peak of energy, then when the field is removed, the wall will
not return to its initial position but will move to the (ener-
getically) nearest minimum. This is irreversible domain wall
movement. i
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When a field is applied to a specimen to change the
flux a specified amount less than saturation, the accuracy
with which the flux can be set is determined by the distance
between minima of the energy curve of Fig. 1-15. Experiments
performed by Pittman 2 8 on a pulse-counting circuit indicate
that in the relotangular B-H loop, 50% Ni-50% Fe materials
normally used in magnetic amplifiers, the distance between
minima is very small and of the order of one percent of the
total distance a wall must move to complete the flux reversal.
Consequently, only irreversible wall movement will be consid-
ered in the mathematical representation, and it is expected
that less than one--percent error will appear in calculated
flux changes due to the neglect of reversible wall movements.
In a magnetic-amplifier reactor core, as in other appli-
cations, the flux must be changed during a specified period
of time; therefore the processes impeding domain wall motion
must be known in order to allow the calculation of flux
change with time.
Four processes which affect wall motion have been dis-
cussed in the literature. First there is a mechanism known
as spin-relaxation damping. This is the dissipative mechanism
that makes the electron spins spiral into the direction of an
applied field when no macroscopic eddy-current losses occur.
The mechanism of spin-relaxation damping is not completely
-8 4, U U 4- 4- - 4 UI.. -6I- 2 L4 - U4V-.8 S 4.2-44.
underst~ood; however, it has been att~ributed to "relativistic
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effects," microscopic eddy currents, and other phenomena.
At any rate, such a damping mechanism was first postulated by
Landau and Lifshits,2 and the resulting equation of motion
20
was solvedo Several investigators have used this approach in
the prediction of the behavior of domain walls in ferrites
where macroscopic eddy currents are so small that spin relax-
ation damping is the limiting mechanism for domain wall mo-
tion. Among the investigators, Galt 3 0 showed that this ap-
proach gave reasonable results for Fe30 , although in all
cases some of the material constants were rather difficult to
determine.
A second mechanism impeding the movement of domain walls
is macroscopic eddy currents. The flow of macroscopic eddy
currents depends on the bulk resistivity of the material;
consequently, eddy-current damping appears most markedly in
ferromagnetic metalso Eddy currents occur because the rate
of change of flux caused by the motion of the domain wall
generates a voltage in the material, The resulting current
flow creates a field in opposition to the applied field which
reduces the net field acting on the domain wallo This view-
point of reduced field is not normally used in calculations
of eddy-current damping. The usual procedure is to equate
eddy-current power losses to input power, and obtain the rate
of change of flux and hence the domain wall velocity from the
resulting expression. Williams, Shockley, and Kittel 3 1 have
calculated the effect of eddy-current damping in a single
crystal of 3.8 percent silicon-iron cut in the form of a pic-
ture frame with the easy directions of magnetization along
the sides of the frame. They calculated the domain wall be-
havior for two limiting caseso The first case was for very
ilow fields where the domain wall moved as a plane wall
through the material. They obtained the result that the wall
velocity was linear with applied field. A generalization of
this treatment will be given in Chap. II, where it will be
shown that the velocity of the wall at a particular point in
the material is linear with applied field, but the constant
of proportionality varies with wall position. The second
limiting case treated was for very high applied fields where
the domain walls become curved and move as collapsing cylin-
Sders. The result obtained showed that for the range of very
high fields, the velocity of the domain wall at any wall posi-
tion in the reversal process was linear with applied field.
A similar result was obtained by Menyuk and Goodenough32 and
later by Menyuk33 for ultra-thin tapes of polycrystalline
metals.
At intermediate fields between the limiting cases where
the domain wall is still curved, a force is exerted on the
wall by surface tension. The wall possesses a certain amount
of energy per unit area; thus, work must be performed to in-
crease the wall area. This is the source of the surface ten-
sion. The surface-tension forces are independent of applied
field, but nonetheless they impede or aid the domain wall mo-
tion, depending on whether the cylinder is expanding or col-
lapsing. A force similar to surface tension can occur when
many lattice imperfections are present in the specimen. A
closure domain which is present at an imperfection and which
is anchored firmly to the imperfection can become attached to
the moving wall. As the wall moves, the closure domain is
22
stretched to greater length, and a retarding force arises be-
cause additional wall area is being created in the closure
domain boundaries.
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mass which can affect the dynamic behavior of the wall.
However, this inertia effect appears only at much higher wall
35velocities than occur in magnetic-amplifier operation. Con-
sequently, the apparent domain wall mass will be neglected in
the mathematical representation of Chap. II.
When a domain wall is present in a ferromagnetic speci-
men, a certain minimum applied field is necessary to start
the wall moving. This field, known as the starting field,
was found to be the d-a coercive field in the single-crystal
experiments of Williams, Shockley, and Kittel. 3. The struc-
ture of a polycrystalline specimen is such that the material
properties vary from point to point. Thus it is reasonable
to expect that the starting field for a domain wall will vary
as a function of the wall location. In view of this, a dis-
tribution of starting fields over the large number of domains
in a polycrystalline specimen will be considered in the deri-
vation of Chap. II.
The mechanisms affecting domain wall motion discussed
above will be used in Chap. II to derive a mathematical rep-
resentation of a saturable reactor which can be applied in a
simple manner to the analysis of a single-core. self-saturating
mag netic amplifier over wide ranges of supply frequency and
control-circuit resistance.
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Chapter II
THE MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION FOR A REACTOR
2.0.0 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the derivation
of a mathematical representation for a saturable reactor which
j
is botn simple enough for analytical inciusion in a magnetic-
amplifier analysis and general enough to make the analysis
give accurate predictions of performance over a wide range of
operating conditions. First a general representation for a
polycrystalline specimen is derived by averaging single-domain
equations over the polycrystalline specimen. This general rep-
resentation is derived without reference to any particular type
of material. Simplifications are necessary before the represen-
tation can be readily applied to a circuit analysis. The sim-
plifications are made with reference to the types of materials
used in magnetic amplifiers and to the mode of operation found
in magnetic amplifiers. The simplified representation is
checked experimentally by resetting the reactor flux from near
residual by a constant voltage in series with a variable reset-
ting resistance.
The core materials most commonly used in magnetic ampli-
fiers are high-permeability, sometimes grain-oriented, ferro-
magnetic metals, and the cores are constructed as toroids of
spirally wound thin tape. Some common types of materials and
their trade names are listed in Table I. The thicknesses of
tape used at power-supply frequencies of 60 cps to about 2000
cps range from one to four mils. By far the most useful material
- 23 -
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for handling moderate amounts of power at normal power fre-
quencies is the 50% Ni-50% Fe material (see Table I).
The mode of operation of a reactor in a self-saturating
magnetic amplifier has been described in Section 1.1.2 of
Chap. I. The discussion of that section indicates that the
reactor representation must describe the reactor flux as a
function of time, as the flux is reset from near remanence
by a control or resetting signal after the flux has been
driven into saturation by the load current 0
2.1.0 Si~jle-Domain Behavior
Before considering the mathematical representation for a
polycrystalline specimen, several examples of single-domain
wall behavior in single crystals will be considered for sim-
ple, easily solvable geometries. These results will be used
to obtain the form of the equations to be averaged over the
polycrystalline structure.
In the single-crystal examples to be considered, the
starting field will be assumed greater than the nucleating
field; thus, whenever the starting field is reached or ex-
ceeded, the domain wall will move and the state of magnetiza-
tion will change0
2.1.1 Plane Wall in Rectangular Specimen
Consider the annular ring of rectangular cross-section
shown in Fig. 2-1o The thickness d of the ring is assumed to
be much smaller than the radius ri~ so that the field does not
vary appreciably inside the material. The easy direction of
magnetization is along the circumference. The specimen is
24A
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Fig. 2.1. Structure for plane-wall movement
Fig. 2.2. Definition of coordinates for plane-wall motion
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assumed to be a single crystal; and at low fields, flux
change is assumed to occur by movement of a single, plane
domain wall along the width w as depicted by the drawing in
Fig. 2-2. This method of wall movement is energetically favor-
able with respect to the movement of a plane wall across the
thickness d, because a domain wall possesses a certain energy
per unit area which is characteristic of the material. The
rectangular xyz co-ordinate system is fixed with respect to
the specimen, and is located at the domain wall at the in-
stant of time being considered. The domain wall is assumed
to have a starting field H which is constant over the whole
specimen; thus the field acting on the wall is (H - Ho ) where
H is the applied field. In general, the wall movement will
be retarded by two types of damping forces, eddy-current, and
spin-relaxation. These two types of damping will be considered
separately.
When macroscopic eddy currents provide the only damping,
the differential equation describing the wall position 6 as a
function of applied field is derived in Appendix I-A by equat-
ing instantaneous values of eddy-ourrent pover loss and eleo-
trical input power. The resulting expression is:
dF( 86 Bd (H - ) (2-1)
with sinh
F(b) 3 nV n(26 - (2-2)
n odd n cosh d - cosh d -
where rationalized mks units have been assumed and
I
d = conductivity in mhos/meter
B = saturation flux density in webers/meter 2
d = thickness of specimen in meters
w = width of specimen in meters
b = distance of wall from one edge of
specimen in meters (see Figo 2-2)
H = applied field in amperes/meter
H = starting field in amperes/mae ter
This is a generalization of the problem solved by Williams,
Shockley, and Kittel; and the result, Eqo (2-1), reduces to
their result when the wa1l is in the center of the specimen
The rate of change of flux in the specimen is given by:
dao dbd, = 2B d (2-3)~ d=7(23
Thus the dynamic description of a plane domain wall in a rec-
tangular specimen, under the damping action of macroscopic
eddy currents, is contained in Eqso (2-l), (2-2), and (2-3).
When the domain wall velocity is eliminated from Eqso
(2-1) and (2-3), the normalized rate of change of flux is ob-
tained:
i3 (H - H ) dt F(b) (2-4
This expression, shown plotted in Fig, 2-3, represents the
rate of change of flux as a function of wall position for con-
stant applied field and eddy-current damping. Note that at
any wall position the rate of change of flux is linear with
applied field.
r
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Fig. 2.3. Normalized rate of change of flux vs. wall position for a plane-
wall in a rectangular specimen with eddy current damping only
Fig. 2.4. Structure for cylindrical domain dynamics
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Now consider the same- configuration with only spin-
relaxation damping to impede wall motion. Spin-relaxation
damping is characterized by a constant Pr which expresses the
force per unit lateral wall area per unit velocity, and in
the mks system is
•r M3
m3
With the assumption of a plane wall in a specimen of rectangu-
lar cross-section, as depicted in Figs. 2-1 and 2-2, with only
spin-relaxation damping to retard the wall motion, and with a
constant starting field Ho throughout the material, the wall
velocity is found in Appendix I-B by equating input power to
power dissipated by the damping. The result is:
d 2B
v = = (H- Ho )  (2-5)dt P o
This expression, in combination with the rate of change of
flux given by Eq. (2-3), describes the dynamic behavior of a
plane wall in a rectangular specimen under the action of
spin-relaxation damping.
In this particular case the wall position can be elimi-
nated entirely, to yield the single expression:
4B2dd2 = 4 - (H - H ) (2-6)dt Pr o
Since this expression describes a voltage which varies linearly
with a current, the excitation characteristic of this specimen
can be represented by a resistive circuit. Thus, if a poly-
crystalline specimen has plane walls which are subject only
to spin-relaxation damping, and if all the walls have the
same starting field, the inclusio~ c: the core characteristics
in a magnetic-amplifier analysis will be quite simple. Unfor-
tunately, the polycrystalline cores used in magnetic ampli-
fiers are not so well behaved; however, in some cases an ap-
proximation of this sort will yield useful results.
2lo.2 Cylindrical Wall in Cylindrical Specimen
When a domain of reverse magnetization is nucleated in-
side a material, the domain will probably have a circular
cross-section, because a circle has a maximum enclosed area
for a given circumference. Thus the domain with circular
cross-section contains a maximum amount of flux for a given
domain wall area, and thus a given domain wall energy. Con-
sequently, for nucleation within a specimen, the dynamics of
the flux change can be treated by considering an expanding
cylindrical domain. The problem is simplified when the do-
main is assumed nucleated in the center of a cylindrical
specimen; consequently, the physical arrangement assumed for
the treatment of expanding cylindrical domains is the torcid
of cylindrical cross-eection shown in Figo 2-=4 The radius rm
of the cross-section is very small compared with the radius r~,
in order that the field can be considered constant throughout
the specimen. The specimen is assumed to contain a concentric
domain wall which is expanding with the velocity v, as shown
in Fig. 2-5. The starting field H for the domain wall is
assumed to be constant throughout the specimen.
Consider the case of eddy-ourrent damping onlyo The dif-
ferential equation relating wall position b to applied field H
LF
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Fig. 2.6. Voltage waveform for expanding cylindrical domain in cylindrical
specimen with constant applied field and eddy current damping
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is derived in Appendix I-C by equating the power dissipated
in eddy currents to the input power. The resulting equation is:
t dt 2B (H- H) (2-7)
dt8
The rate of change of flux in the specimen is given as Eq.
(1-23) of Appendix I-C as:
dP = 4i B 6 d (2-8)dt s dt
The expressions of Eqs. (2-7) and (2-8) give a dynamic de-
scription of the magnetic characteristics of the specimen.
These equations are substantially the same as those of
Williams, Shockley, and Kittel 3 1 for collapsing cylindrical
domains, and of Menyuk and Goodenough32 for expanding cylin-
drical domains.
The simultaneous solution of Eqs. (2-7) and (2-8), with
the applied field H a constant, yields the normalized rate of
change of flux as a function of time shown in Fig. 2-6. When
this specimen is switched with constant field, the shape of
the pulse is always that shown in Fig. 2-6, with the height
of the pulse varying linearly with applied field, and the
time to any noint on the nulse varving inverse7l• a the ap-
plied field.
When the cylindrical domain wall described above for
eddy-current damping is assumed to be expanding against only
a spin-relaxation damping force, the differential equation
relating the wall position to the applied field, as derived
in Appendix I-D, is:
2Bd = (H- Ho) (2-9)dt r o
time to anv noint on the pulse  ring Inversely as p
The additional equation needed to relate the flux and applied
field is the rate of change of flux given by Eqo (2-8)°
When a constant field H is applied to this specimen
after it has been completely magnetized in one direction, the
rate of change of flux after nucleation at t = 0 is given by
16-r B3
= - a (H )2 t (2-10)dt 2 o
rm rfor 0 < t r • H -
Equation (2-10) can be normalized as
2B
r = -- o- (H - H )t (2-11)
87 B2 r m(H - Ho ) dt rmrB
The relation of Eqo (2-11) is shown plotted in Fig. 2-70
When this specimen is magnetized with a constant applied
field, the rate of change of flux at any wall position varies
linearly with applied field, and the time required for the
wall to traverse a given distance varies inversely with ap-
plied field.
In the model describing a cylindrical domain wall, the
domain wall area changes with domain wall position0  Thus,
since the domain wall possesses a certain energy per unit area,
there must be a surface-tension force on the domain wall tend-
ing to collapse it. The pressure on the wall varies inversely
with wall position from the center of the cylindrical strue-
ture; and at a critical domain radius, the surface-tension
force becomes equal to the force of the starting field. Con-
sequently, all domains having radii smaller than this critical
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Fig. 2.7. Voltage waveform for expanding cylindrical domain in cylindrical
specimen with constant applied field and spin relaxation damping
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radius would collapse upon removal of an external field.
Such an occurrence would result in a flux instability over at
least part of the flux range. Although this instability has
been noted in some materials, 3 6 it apparently does not occur
in the 50% Ni-50% Fe material commonly used in magnetic am-
plifiers, as evidenced by the resolution obtained in pulse
28
counters as cited in Chap. I. Therefore, surface-tension
( forces will be neglected in the derivation of the mathemati-
cal model for the polycrystalline material.
2.1.3 General Form of Equations
Describing Single-Domain Behavior
In the preceding two sections, the dynamics of several
types of domain wall motion have been described. The physi-
cal structures and domain wall configurations assumed were
simple, in order to illustrate the form of the differential
equations describing the magnetization process. In a poly-
crystalline specimen, the domain walls will not in general
have the simple configurations treated in Sections 2.1.1 and
2.1.2. A domain may nucleate at the crystalline surface, in
which case it may have a semicircular cross-section as illus-
trated in Fig. 2-8a. If the nucleation occurs within the ma-
terial, and the nucleated domain has a circular cross-section,
the domain wall will not be moving in a specimen concentric
with the domain wall. In addition, during the movement of
the domain wall it may come in contact with the crystalline
surface, thus annihilating part of the wall. Also the domain
wall may come in contact with a wall of another domain, in
which case part of both walls will be annihilated and the two
domains will merge and act as a single domain.
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In view of the above discussion, it is apparent that in
a polycrystalline material the nucleated domains will not nec-
essarily have simple mathematical shapes, and in the subse-
quent wall motion the domains will not maintain the same shape
until flux reversal is completed. In spite of this difficulty,
the behavior of a single domain wall in a polycrystalline ma-
terial Vill be assumed to be governed by equations of the same
form as those of Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. The same form
means that the domain wall damping depends only on the wall
position, and the damping force is linear with the field in
excess of the starting field, as demonstrated in Eqs. (2-1),
(2-5), (2-7), and (2-9). The average domain dimension T is
defined as the average distance from the nucleating site to
all parts of the domain wall at time t. The definition of an
average dimension is necessary because, as a domain wall moves
away from the nucleating site, it may become distorted by a
closure domain at an impurity or an imperfection, in which
case all points on the domain wall will not be the same dis-
tance from the nucleating site, as illustrated by Fig. 2-9.
Then, if the retarding forces on the wall are caused by eddy-
current damping and spin-relaxation damping, the average do-
main dimension is assumed to be related to the applied field
by the equation:
f() = K1(- H) (2-12)
where H is the starting field for the domain wall in question
and it is assumed constant throughout the movement of the do-
main wall. The function f(b) describes the damping of the
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domain wall motion as a function of wall position, and the
constant K1 is a constant of the specimen.
The rate of change of flux due to a single domain in a
grain-oriented material is
df ýdA
= 2B 7 (2-13)dt s at
where Ad is the cross-sectional area included within the do-
min of reve1rea maz4 "eti n TIT n"ai la the A ni 4 1l
be a function of the average domain dimension b ; consequently
the rate of change of flux can be written as
- = 2B _d J (2-14)
-t s db dt
When the definition is made that
dA
d-d = (1) (2-15)
the expression of Eq. (2-14) becomes:
= 2Ba 9 (6 ) d6(2-16)dt= sg t
This expression has the same form as the rates of change of
flux in the simplified mathematical models treated earlier
[see Eqs. (2-3) and (2-8)1 : that is to say, the rate of
change of flux is linear withdt and also depends on bdt
through the function g'(&).
The two relations, Eqs. (2-12) and (2-16), could be used
as a mathematical representation for a reactor. In the most
general case, the two equations could be used to describe the
motion of the domain wall at each nucleating site, in which
case a different damping function f(6), shape function g'(9),
and starting field H would have to be defined for each nu-
cleating site. There would be a number of variables equal to
the number of nucleating sites, in addition to the terminal
variables, flux, and field. Thus, for any excitation, a dif-
ferential equation of the form of Eq. (2-12) would have to be
solved for each nucleating site, and then the rate of change
of flux given by Eq. (2-16) would have to be summed over all
nucleating sites. Such a general representation is not feasi-
ble at present, because no detailed information is available
about nucleating sites and domain patterns in polycrystalline
materials. In addition, such a large number of variables
would make circuit analysis extremely cumbersome.
One type of simplification from this general representa-
27tion has been made by Friedlander. He assumed that all do-
mains have the same damping function, shape function, and
starting field. Then, by assuming two types of distribution
of nucleating sites, random and uniform, he calculates the
shape of the voltage pulse for constant-field switching.
The agreement between Friedlander's experimental and theoret-
ical results was good, but the mathematical expressions that
were used cannot be easily included in a circuit analysis.
Even though he considered that all domains had the same start-
ing field, in his calculations he did recognize the fact that
for fields just larger than the coercive field the number of
domains participating in the flux reversal appears to be a
function of the applied field.
Another type of simplification from the general repre-
sentation will be used in the derivation to follow. In this A
case, all domains are assumed to have the same damping and
shape functions, but different starting fields. The assump-
tion of the same shape function g'(") means that the nucleat-
ing sites are considered as uniformly distributed in the ma-
terial, and that all nucleated domains have the same shape,
as shown in Fig. 2-10. The equation of motion for a typical
domain wall is then averaged over all starting fields, to ob-
tain a single equation which, on the average, describes all
domain wall motion in the material. Then the representation
is completed by summing the rate of change of flux over all
domains.
Other types and degrees of simplification from the orig-
inal equations could be used. The reason for the type of ap-
proximation chosen here is that the simplified representation
retains enough detailed information about reactor character-
istics to yield good predictions of magnetic-amplifier per-
formance while not complicating the analysis excessively.
2.2.0 Mathematical Representatior
for a Polycrstalline Material
In the preceding treatments of single-domain behavior,
the validity of the equations did not depend on the initial
conditions: i.e., the initial position of the wall. In the
treatment to follow, the distribution functions with which
the single-domain behavior is averaged over the polycrystal-
line structure are strongly dependent on the initial condi-
tions. In order that the initial conditions for the flux
change shall always be the same, the restriction is placed
on the operation that, just prior to the flux resetting
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which the model describes, the reactor shall have been driven
into saturation by a field strength at least five times the
coercive field. If this requirement is not met in practice,
some mobile domain walls may remain in the material at places
other than the normal nucleating sites. The presence of these
mobile walls will reduce the field required to reset the flux.
When this phenomenon occurs, an instability of the magnetic
amplifier results. 3 5 Such an instability is not predicted by
the representation used here.
The requirement of previous strong saturation eliminates
mobile domain walls from the specimen; consequently, before
the flux can be reset, domains of reverse magnetization must
be nucleated. In accordance with the discussion of Section
1.2.1 of Chap. I, the nucleation is assumed to occur at the
grain boundaries and crystalline surfaces. The field re-
quired to nucleate a domain is, in general, different from
the field required to move the domain wall away from the nu-
cleating site. The nucleated domains are considered to be so
small that the nucleation process does not yield an appreci-
able change in flux; therefore, the mathematical representa-
tion takes account of only the starting field for a domain
wall.
2.2.1 Distribution of Starting Fields
A polycrystalline material is not homogeneous; the de-
t.ilAed characteristics of the material, such as grain size
and structure, internal stress, size and distribution of im-
purities, etc. will vary from point to point. Thus it is
dL.
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Fig. 2.10. Demonstrating distribution of nucleating sites and shape
of nucleated domains in simplified representation
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Fig. 2.11. Number of domain walls moving as a funtion of applied field
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reasonable to assume that the walls of domains'nucleated at
different points in the material will have different starting
fields. With the relatively fine grain structure found in
the materials used in magnetic-amplifier reactors, the flux
reversal at normal field strengths is probably accomplished
by the movement of a large number of domain walls. Since
each domain wall has a different starting field, the number
of domain walls participating in the flux change will vary
with applied field, perhaps as shown in Fig. 2-11. The curve
is considered continuous because of the large number of do-
mains involved.
With the assumption of a continuous curve for Nd as a
function of H, the curve of Fig. 2-11 can be considered to
be obtained by integration of a distribution function
H dN (H )
Nd(H) = dN dH dHs (2-17)
H
c
where the number of domain walls which have starting fields
between H and H + dH is
s s s
dN d(H )
G(Hs )dH dH dHs (2-18)s 8 dH s
s
The distribution function of Eq. (2-18) will have a shape
perhaps like that shown in Fig. 2-12. Of course, for fields
less than the d-c coercive field Hc, no domain walls will
move.
The function G(H) gives a qualitative idea of the struc-
ture and grain texture in a material: for instance, suppose
the grain sizes are all the same and there exists only one
type of nucleating site. With this high degree of uniformity,
the function G(H) will be an impulse at H : that is to say,
all domain walls will have the same starting field. On the
other hand, suppose that there is a wide range of grain sizes
and shapes in the material. In this case it is reasonable to
expect that there will be a large variety of starting fields
among the great variety of nucleating sites. Thus the func-
tion G(H) will have an appreciable value over a wide range of
fields. If the grain size varies, but each grain size is
present in the same amount, then the function G(H) should be
relatively constant over a range of fields.
The distribution of starting fields given in Eq. (2-18)
is independent of flux level. This result holds true only for
the initial condition described in Section 2.2.0 of this chap-
ter. That initial condition is; that the material has been
saturated strongly before the flux resetting which the repre-
sentation will describe. If the material is not saturated
strongly enough to annihilate practically all mobile domain
walls, the number of walls moving at a particular field
strength will depend on the wall configuration prior to the
resetting period. Thus the distribution function described
by Eq. (2-21) is assumed to hold only when the initial condi-
tion of practically no mobile domain walls is satisfied.
2.2.2 Definition of an Average
Normalized Domain Dimension
The domain dimension 6 in Eq. (2-12) is an average dimen-
sion of a single domain. In order to. describe the polycrystalline
G(HS)
density
distribution
of moving
walls
H iC: j U
d- c coercive
force
Fig. 2.12. Distribution of moving walls with applied field
Fig. 2.13. Area of reversed magnetization as a function of
the average dormalized dimension r.
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material, the average domain dimension x is defined as the
average domain dimension resulting from averaging over all
the individual domains contributing to the flux reversal.
Since the only difference among the individual domains is as-
sumed to be in the starting field, the average domain dimen-
sion I is defined from Eq. (2-12) by averaging the right-hand
side over the number of domain walls moving to yield the re-
sult:
H
(H 
- Hs)G(Hs)dHs
d K H
( =  H c (2-19)
G(Hs )dHs
H
c
On the average, the distance ax that a domain wall must
move to complete the flux eers mal wi l be inversely propor-x
move to complete the flux reversal will be inversely propor-
tional to the number of domain walls moving; thus an average
normalized domain dimension r can be defined
H
=r  - K G(H )dH (2-20)
x 2 s s
max H
c
The substitution of Eq. (2-20) into Eq. (2-19) yields:
f dr rG(H) dHdt H dt
G(H s)dH s
9- 11
C
K1 K2f (H - Hs)G(Hs)dHs (2-21)
H
c
i
1
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Equation (2-21) describes the dynamics of the average norma-
lized domain dimension r as a function of the applied field H.
From Eq. (2-20) it is evident that before the flux reversal
starts, r is zero; and at the end of a complete flux reversal,
r is unity.
The definitions of both the average domain dimension i
and the normalized dimension r imply a physical model consid-
erably simpler than a random distribution of nucleating sites
and domain shapes. The description of all domain wall motion
by one differential equation, Eq. (2-21), implies that all the
nucleated domain walls have the same shape, and that the nu-
cleating sites are distributed uniformly throughout the mate-
rial, as shown in Fig. 2-10. Also this implies that the damp-
ing on all domain walls is the same function of position.
2.2.3 Rate of Change of Flux
The rate of change of flux in a grain-oriented material
depends on the rate of change of cross-sectional area included
in the domains of reverse magnetization. As a domain starts
to grow, the area included in its cross-section grows. This
domain growth continues until the domain wall is completely
annihilated at a crystalline surface or by collision with
another domain wall. Thus the initial growth of the area of
reversed magnetization will depend on the average domain dimen-
sion 3, as well as on the number of walls moving N d . This
growth will continue until wall annihilation sets in. If the
majority of domain wall annihilation occurs through collision
of two walls, then the distance a domain wall travels before
A
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being annihilated will vary inversely with the number of do-
main walls moving. Thus the area of reversed magnetization
can be assumed to be a function of the product of Nd and 3,
thus:
Ad = Ad(Nd ) (2-22)
The variable NdI is related to the average normalized domain
dimension by a constant in Eq. (2-20); thus the area of re-
versed magnetization can be written
Ad = Ad(r) (2-23)
As discussed in Section 2.2.2, the variable r is zero at the
start of the flux reversal and unity at the end of the flux
reversal. Thus
Ad(o) = 0 d (2-24)
Ad(1) Ac
where A is the cross-sectional area of the core.C
According to the expression of Eq. (2-23), the area of
reversed magnetization always proceeds along the same curve
with respect to r, as shown qualitatively in Fig. 2-13. This
assumes that the details of domain growth and annihilation
always remain the same with respect to the variable r. The
details of domain growth probably do remain the same; how-
ever, as the driving conditions are varied, the details of
annihilation will probably change because of variation in
density of nucleating sites throughout the material, as shown
by the dotted curve in Fig. 2-13. Any variations of this sort
will be neglected in this representation because, in magnetic-
amplifier analysis, the initial portion of the curve is most
7•
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important, and experimental results published in the litera-
ture32 indicate that the variation is not very large.
The total rate of change of flux in the core is given by
da dA (r)
=2B dA = 2B dAd (r) _r (2-25)dt s dt s dr dt
Thus, defining
dAd(r)dr = g(r) (2-26)
dr
the rate of change of flux becomes:
= 2Bg(r) dr (2-27)
dt s dt
Equations (2-21) and (2-27) relate the flux in a reactor
to the field applied to the reactor through the use of the
auxiliary variable r. These two equations will be further
simplified for the magnetic-amplifier analysis of Chap. III.
Before these equations can be used to describe a particular
reactor, the functions f(l), g(r), and G(Hs ), as well as the
constants in the equations, must be known. These factors
could conceivably be determined from a detailed knowledge of
the structure and composition of the core material; however,
with the limited amount and accuracy of such information at
the present time, these factors can best be determined by
suitable measurements made on the reactor. Such measurements
will be made to obtain the necessary information for the model
in the applications of later chapters. The functions f(M),
g(r), and G(H ) will be chosen to obtain as close an approxi-
mation as possible to the reactor characteristics and at the
same time to yield mathematical expressions simple enough to
allow easy manipulation.
2.3.0 Experimental Verification
of the Representation
The experimental verification of the reactor representa-
tion in its most general form has not been attempted. Some
simple examples will be presented to show how the representa-
tion fits experimental results for certain simplified excita-
tions. Sufficient verification will be made to indicate the
applicability of the representation to magnetic-amplifier
analysis.
2.3.1 Switching With Large Constant Field
When a saturable reactor is reset from residual by a con-
stant applied field H, Eq. (2-21) simplifies to
f dr = K K (H - H )G(H )dH (2-28)dt 1 2 s s
s Hc
Consider the case of a material in which the range of starting
fields is limited and the distribution function is as shown in
Fig. 2-14. When the applied field is sufficiently large, the
integration indicated in Eq. (2-28) can be simplified by con-
sidering G(H s ) to be an impulse at H = H , the value of field
ao
that divides in half the area under the curve, and having an
area equal to the area under G(Hs). Such an approximation
yields
(H Hs)G()d = N T(H - H) (2-29)
c
where NT is the area under the G(Hs) curve and the total number
of nucleation sites available in the reactor core. In this
case, Eq. (2-28) can be simplified to
f ( - dr = KlK 2N (H - H ) (2-30)
When the time Ts required to completely reverse the re-
actor flux is desired, it can be found by integrating Eq.
(2-30); because, when the flux is at residual, r = 0; and
when the flux is completely reversed, r = 1. Performing this
integration yields:
1
ff K N )dr = KlK2NT (H - H)s (2-31)
Since the left-hand side of this expression is a constant, a
plot of 1/¶s as a function of applied field should yield a
linear plot like that shown in Fig. 2-15. Experimental re-
sults of this type have been reported by Menyuk and Good-
11!
enough 32 and later by Menyuk33 for permalloy cores made from
tapes of 1/8-mil to 1-mil thickness. In these experiments
the field H was approximately 1.5 to 2 times the d-c coer-
cive field, while the applied field ranged up to ten times
the d-c coercive. Thus the representation is capable of de-
scribing the switching characteristics of saturable reactors
at high field strengths.
According to the discussion of Section 2.2.2, the range
of fields over which the function G(H) has an appreciable
value is an indication of the uniformity of the grain struc-
ture of a specimen. Since the field Ho obtained by extrapolat-
ing a high-field, constant-current switching charaecteristic,
as shown in Fig. 2-15, is a measure of the range of fields
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over which G(H) has an appreciable value, as shown in Fig.
2-14, such a switching characteristic could be used as a
measure of the uniformity of the grain structure in a material.
2.3.2 Switching With Small Constant Field
When the flux in a reactor is reset with a small field
which occurs in the range of starting fields, the switching
does not show the simple linear relation of the preceding
section. This occurs because the number of domain walls mov-
ing depends on the applied field. When a constant field is
applied, regardless of its size so long as it is greater than
the d-c coercive field He, Eq. (2-21) reduces to
f r =K K K (H - H )G(H )dH (2-28)dt 1 2 s s s
0
while the rate of change of flux in the reactor is given by
Eq. (2-27):
= 2B-g(r) dr
,, a (r) (2-27)
The first problem in solution at low fields is the evaluation
of the integrals in Eq. (2-31).
In order to facilitate 
evaluation f th 
i t l i%o e n eLL V a s U
question, the distribution G(Hs) must be known. It is impos-
sible at the present time to determine this function by exam-
ining the detailed structure of the material; consequently,
G(H ) must be determined from electrical measurements on the
reactor in question. In order to allow approximate correla-
tion of the representation with experiments, the function
G(H s) can be approximated by a power series over the range of
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fields of interest. Since G(H ) is zero for Hs <Hc, it can
be represented by the series:
n=0G(HS) = (Hs - Hc )P an(Hs  Hc0 n (2-32)
where
Hs >H
n an integer
When the function of Eq. (2-32) is substituted into the right-
hand side of Eq. (2-28), and the integral is evaluated, there
results
K11K2  (H - Hs )G(H s )dH s5
00
K K 2Zan (H - H )nP1 22 (n + p + l)(n + p + 2) c
n=0
(2-33)
'The numher of AdmO in w 1a I movi4n a+ nr r ic V W.ar fie l
strength H is
H0
Nd = G(H )dH = p + (H - H )n+p+l (2-34)
H n=0
The second problem in the solution is that some inform-
ation about the function
( K2Nd
must be known. This function is the damping constant; and,
if the domains are expanding cylinders, this function will
contain a constant term due to spin-relaxation damping [see
b wy V
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Eq. (2-9)] and a variable term due to eddy-current damping
[see Eq. (2-7)]. Consequently, this function can be rewritten
as:
I 1 + fl (2-35)
When Eq. (2-28) is solved for A and the result is substituteddt
into the expression for rate of change of flux, Eq. (2-30),
there results:
H
d 2B K (r) (H - H )G(H )dH (2-36)dt S 1 2 1 + fr s
For switching with constant field at low field strengths,
where the number of domain walls Nd that are moving varies
with applied field, the expression of Eq. (2-36) indicates
that the shape of the switching voltage pulse will vary with
that, to a good degree of approximation, for the materials
and tape thicknesses commonly used in magnetic amplifiers,
the shape of the switching voltage pulse remains the same over
a wide range of applied fields- thus the assumption is made
that
fl r- << (2-37)
Of course the degree of validity of this approximation varies
among materials and tape thicknesses. Since the approximation
of Eq. (2-37) is neglecting at least part of the eddy-current
damping with respect to the spin-relaxation damping, it is ex-
pected that the inequality of Eq. (2-37) will be more nearly
fulfilled for the thinner tapes and for those materials with
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higher resistivity. In addition, the initial part of the
waveform, which is of the most interest in magnetic-amplifier
analysis, is dependent mostly on spin-relaxation damping27
thus the approximation of Eq. (2-37) is more accurate for the
initial part of the waveform.
With the restriction of constant applied field, and with
the approximations of Eqs. (2-32) and (2-37), Eq. (2-28) re-
duces to
00oo
dr K K 5 an 
- )n+p+2 (2-38)dt 1 2 (n+p+l)(n+p+2) -
n=0
while Eq. (2-36) becomes
00oo
dt 2B K K (r) an (H - H )n+p+2 (2-39)dt s 1 K2 g (n+p+l)(n+p+2) c
n=0
In the representation described by Eqs. (2-38) and (2-39),
the application of a constant field H results in a linear
variation of the normalized dimension r with time. Conse-
quently, the variation of dq/dt with time is the same as the
variation of g(r) with r, with the amplitude and time scales
dependent on the applied field. Thus, if the function g(r)
has a shape as shown in Fig. 2-16, with the peak occurring
at rpk , then the peak value of the rate of change of flux is
given by:
d = 2BsKIK2 (rpk (n+p+a)(n+ (H-H )n+p+2dt k (n+p+l)(n+p2)
n=o (2-4·0)
The time Tpk from the application of the field to the peak
rate of change of flux is given by Eq. (2-38) as
r
i.
00
1 KIaK2 2
--- = K1Kg an (H - H )n+p+2 (2-41)
Tpk rpk (n+p+)(n+p+2) a
n=0
Since the flux is completely switched for r = 1, the switching
time is given by Eq. (2-38) as:
Co
1 K K aan (H - H )n+p+2 (2-42)
1S +2 +1)(n+p+2)
n=O
A set of switching tests for a reactor can be used in conjunc-
tion with any one of the last three equations to determine the
constants of the reactor. In addition, all three quantities
can be plotted and compared to obtain a measure of how well
the mathematical representation describes the reactor.
The interpretation of the mathematical representation of
Eqs. (2-38) and (2-39) in terms of the domain pattern and do-
main wall motion that it implies is interesting. Consider the
case of switching with a constant applied field. The expres-
sion of Eq. (2-38) describes all domain wall motion; thus all
domains have the same behavior. Furthermore, all of the do-
main walls move against a constant damping force through the
same distance, with each wall contributing a switching voltage
pulse of the same shape and the same area. Thus the represen-
tation of Eqs. (2-38) and (2-39) could have been obtained by
assuming a uniform distribution of identical domains, as shown
in Fig. 2-10, with the number of domain walls moving given by
the distribution function G(Hs). Then each moving domain wall
would contribute the same pulse of voltage, as illustrated in
Fig. 2-16, and the net rate of change of flux would be the
pulse for a single domain multiplied by the number of moving
L
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walls. According to the original equation of motion, Eq.
(2-12), domain wall motion is linear with applied field; con-
sequently, the nonlinearity of Eqs. (2-38) and (2-39) is
caused by the variation of the number of moving walls with
applied field. In spite of the simplicity that could have
been achieved by making the simplifying assumptions initially,
the more general treatment is preferred here because it indi-
cates points for future generalization of the representation
as more detailed information about ferromagnetic materials
becomes available.
The necessary constants for inclusion in the representa-
tion in a magnetic-amplifier analysis could be determined by
finding the coefficients an and the exponent p which make the
representation best fit an experimental plot of one of the
three equations, Eq. (2-40), (2-41), or (2-42). The inclu-
sion of such a result in a magnetic-amplifier analysis would
entail cumbersome mathematics. A less accurate but more
easily handled model can be obtained by approximating the
series in these equations by a single term. The accuracy of
such a representation, as well as the necessary constants,
can be determined by plotting the experimental curves on a
log-log plot. If the resulting plot is a straight line, the
approximation of a single term is a good one. The accuracy
of this approximation can be seen for three thicknesses of
50% Ni-50% Fe material in the plots of Fig. 2-17. These re-
sults are in good agreement with similar experimental plots
given in the literature by Huhta. 2 1
The analysis of the behavior of a reactor for other than
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Fig. 2.17. Plots of vs. (H- H) for three reactors
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constant applied fields is enhanced if the exponent p is zero.
Thus, if the log-log plot of one of the three variables of
Eqs. (2-40), (2-41), or (2-42) is approximated by a straight
line with a slope equal to an integer, the resulting expres-
sion can easily be applied to the analysis of a magnetic am-
plifier. The error introduced into the analysis by this fur-
ther approximation will depend on how well the model fits the
original plot of one of the three switching variables as a
function of applied field.
2.3.3 Switching With Slowly Varying Field
To be applicable to magnetic-amplifier analysis, the
mathematical model must hold for variable applied fields.
One of the simplest methods of applying a variable field is
with the circuit arrangement of Fig° 2-18. When switch S is
closed, the voltage of the battery Vg supplies current through
the winding N to saturate the reactor strongly enough to sat-
isfy the initial conditions of Section 2.2.0 of this chapter.
When the switch S is opened at t = 0, the flux in the reactor
is reset under the action of the voltage Vr acting through
the resistance R . When the resistance R is high enough,
the resetting source appears as a current source of value
Vr/Rr; however, as the resistance Rr is decreased, the cur-
rent i will vary during the resetting process, thus applying
variable field to the reactor. Of course, when the resistance
R is made so low that the necessary exciting current causes
negligible voltage drop across Rr , the rate of change of flux
will be constant and equal to V /Nr
.
For very high values of Rr, the field is constant during
the resetting; consequently, the term containing dH/dt in
Eq.(2-21) goes to zero. As the resistance Rr decreases from
this high value, the rate of change of applied field with
time will increase. For the values of resistance of interest
in magnetic-amplifier analysis, the assumption is made that
the field changes slowly enough so that the term containing
dH/dt in Eq.(2-21)' can still be neglected. Thus the equa-
tions describing the reactor material are Eqs.(2-38) and
(2-39).
To check the validity of this representation, consider
the one-mil Orthonol core for which the peak switching volt-
age is plotted in Fig. 2-17. The curve for this core is well
approximated by assuming the exponents and coefficients in
Eqso(2-38) and (2-39) to be
n + p= 0
(2-43)
an = 0 for n >/l
With the constants thus specialized, Eqs.(2-41) and (2-42)
become
r= KK2 (H -H )2 (2-44)
dt 1 2 2
SB K1 K2 ag(r)(H - H )2 (2-45)
The approximation that the Switching characteristics vary as
the square of the effective field implies that the function
G(H), which describes the distribution of starting fields, is
a constant, as illustrated in Fig. 2-19. In terms of the rep-
resentation being used, the fact that G(H) is a constant means
r"
tested
Fig. 2.18. Circuit for checking model with
slowly varying field
mation
Fig. 2.19. Approximation for function G(l) to yield switching characteristics
that vary as the square of the effective field
G(H)
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that all the types of nucleating sites are present in equal
numbers. The equation describing the resetting circuit of
Fig. 2-18 with the switch opened at t = 0 is:
NrVr N2
r r= H dt (2-46)
mr mr
where ;m is the mean length of the magnetic path and in ra-
tionalized mks units,
Ni
m
Implicit in Eq.(2-47) is the assumption that the field does
not vary appreciably across the core. For the core presently
being considered, the ratio of inside diameter to outside di-
ameter is:
IDFD = 0.99
Thus the assumption of constant field across the thickness of
the specimen is well justified. When such an assumption can-
not be justified 9 recourse must be had to the methods dis-
cussed below in Section 2.4.0.
A prediction of the switching characteristics of the re-
actor with slowly varying fields can be made by simultaneously
solving Eqs.(2-44), (2-45), and (2-46). Such a solution yields
for the rate of change of flux as a function of the normalized
domain dimension r:
= B KIK 2 a g(r)dt s120
1~~,,
N2  N V 2
-1 + 1 + 4BsK1 K2 a 0  g(r) Rr - H
m r m r
N2
2BKIK2 a 1 0 - g(r)
(2-48)
1
a
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When the function g(r) has only one peak, such as that shown
in Fig. 2-16, the peak of dfq/dt will occur at the same value
of r - that is, at rpk - regardless of the relative resistance
N2
in the resetting circuit as indicated by the factor .7 . Thus
R
r
the peak voltage from the switching pulse will be given by:
Bs K1 2 a o g (rpk)
SN2  NV
-1+ 1 + 4BsK1 K2 ao g(rpk r H
N2
- 2BsKK2a  -R g(rpk)
s o r
2
(2-49)
The factor BsK K2a g (rpk ) is simply the coefficient in the
approximation to Eq.(2-40) in which n = p = 0, and it can be
found from the plot of Fig. 2-17. Designating this constant by
Bs 1K2a g(rpk) = A, (2-50)
Eq.(2-49) becomes:
" N2 N Vr r ra
-1 +1 + 4A rV H
A mr mr
pdt k N2
2A r
- m r
Equation (2-51) can be used to check the mathematical repre-
sentation against experimental results for various values of
N2  NV
- , and for various resetting signal levels . In
mr mr
fact, a normalized family of curves can be plotted using Eq.
(2-51) to obtain a prediction of core switching characteris-
tics for other than constant-current excitation.
In Fig. 2-20, experimental results obtained with the one-
mil Orthonol core for which the constants were determined from
I A\
~Y · L
2 3 5 7 10
(H- HC) (ATem
Fig. 2.20. Plots
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of (.-J vs. (ti1 H ) for various values of .
pk r
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the plot of Fig. 2-17 are plotted for four values of X and
r
are compared with the prediction of Eq.(2-51). The agreement
between the representation and the experimental results is
seen to be good.
The type of excitation used in the tests of Fig. 2-20 is
the type used in many magnetic-amplifier circuits; consequently
the reactor representation of Eqs.(2-44) and (2-45) is suit-
able for the analysis of most magnetic amplifiers. Since the
assumption was made that the rate of change of applied field
is small, the best quantitative results should be obtained
for excitation conditions most closely approximating constant
current excitation. In cases where the applied field varies
rapidly, the representation of Eqs.(2-44) and (2-45) should
still yield useful qualitative results when applied to a mag-
netic amplifier analysisa
2.4.U Variation of ID/OD Ratio
The preceding treatment has been restricted to those
cases where the ID/OD ratio is sufficiently close to unity so
that the field can be considered constant across the thick-
ness of the reactor core.
Consider the core structure shown in Fig. 2-21 with the
definitions shown. Even though the core may be toroidally
wound of thin tape, the resultant air gap introduced into an
annular ring of thickness dp is neglected. It is reasonable
to expect that each small ring of thickness dpo will behave
the same; thus the simplified model for slowly varying fields
given by Eqs.(2-38) and (2-39) will hold for a ring of radiusp
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and thickness d , but the applied field will be a function of
/0. Thus the average normalized domain dimension r becomes a
function of the radius/, from Eq.(2-38), in the following way:
dr =aX Ni H\n+p+2dt = 1-2 n Ni( 2)dt 1 2 (n+p+l)(n+p+2) - H)
n=0
If the constants in Eq.(2-39) represent the rate of change of
flux for a specimen of the same cross-sectional area as the
specimen in question, then the proportion of the area in a
ring of thickness d/o is
d
Ro- Ri
and the total rate of change of flux is:
d,
2B KK o oo a n+p+2
R - Ri g(r) (n+p+l)(n+p+2) 2 - d (2-53)
i n=0
In order to apply Eqs.(2-52) and (2-53), the function g(r)
must be known. In addition, r must be known as a function of
time and of Ni; but, in general, Ni is an unknown variable in
the solution of a problem. Thus the only case for which
these equations can readily be solved is the case of constant
current excitation, which does not have great practical in-
terest. Even in this case, the function g(r) must be selected
both to approximately fit the core switching characteristic
and to allow evaluation of the integral in Enq.(2-ti)_ rn,,n
it appears impractical to try to include the effect of ID/OD
ratio in the present representation.
wFig. 2.21. Core configuration for investigating the effects of ratio
CD
Saturable
Reactor rectifier
Fig. 3.1. Single-core self-saturating magnetic amplifier circuit
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Roberts and Van Nice have made a study of the influence
of ID/OD ratio on the performance of magnetic amplifiers.
Their results indicate that the performance at 60 and 400 ops
is unaffected for ID/OD ratios from Oa8 to 1.0. Their results
also indicate that the range of ID/OD ratios over which there
is no change in performance increases with frequency. This
is reasonable; because at higher frequencies, larger fields
are necessary' to reset the reactor faster, and consequently
the difference between the net field (H-H c ) at the inner and
outer surfaces of the core becomes decreased. Thus, since
most practical cores have ID/OD ratios in the range of 0.8 to
1.0, the simple representation of Eqs.(2-38) and (2-39) can
be used. When a core having a smaller ID/OD ratio must be
used, an estimate of the decrement in gain to be expected can
be obtained from the paper by Roberts and Van Nice. 3 7
Chapter III
MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER ANALYSIS
USING THE REACTOR REPRESENTATION
3.0.0 Introduction
The single-core, self-saturating magnetic-amplifier cir-
cuit to be analyzed is shown schematically in Fig. 3-1. The
• A -J • & - - & . . . . . -. • -- - - L A .%. *. . - .11. . . . . . . . . _ -_4
-ecEZ01er is assumed ideai; thnat s, ýhe reverse resistance
is assumed infinite and the forward resistance is assumed
zero. The resistance RL includes all resistance in the load
circuit' and is assumed constant. The gate supply voltage v
is an alternating voltage having a symmetrical waveform. The
exact nature of the wave form will be discussed below. The
reset voltage source Vr is a battery of variable voltage, and
the resistance Rr includes all series resistance in the reset
circuit. When the saturable reactor is unsaturated, unity
coupling exists between the two windings; and when the reactor
is saturated, the rate of change of flux is assumed identically
zero.
Since a magnetic amplifier is controlled through the me-
dium of a flux, which is a volt-time integral, it is most
readily characterized by average values: that is, the input-
output characteristic of the device is usually a plot of av-
erage load current as a function of average control voltage
or some variable linearly related to it, such as average con-
trol ampere turns. During a negative alternation of the sup-
ply voltage vg, the control or reset voltage Vr causes the
reactor flux to be reset to some level o0 , as shown on the
- 58 -
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Fig. 3.2. Operating 0-F loop
Fig. 3.3. Typical waveforms in circuit
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dt
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(P-F loop of Fig. 3-2. At the start of the next positive al-
ternation of the supply voltage, enough mmf must be supplied
by the load circuit to overcome the control-circuit mmf be-
fore the flux can increase. When the load-circuit resistance
RL is assumed small enough so that unsaturated exciting cur-
rent, plus any reflected current from the control circuit,
causes negligible drop across RL, the flux will start chang-
ing in the positive direction at the instant the supply volt-
age becomes positive. Thus, with reference to the waveforms
of Fig. 3-3, the load-circuit loop equation can be written:
g= iR +RL N d (3-1)g L L g dt
When this expression is divided by RL and integrated over the
positive period of the supply, there results:1ov o N
dt = iLdt + R4dt (3-2)
Division of this result by the full period 21 of the supply
voltage yields:
R, dt =--2 dt Z - dt (3-3)2c R L 22v dt
The term on the left-hand side of Eq. (3-3) is the half-wave
rectified average current flowing through a load resistance
RL from a source vg; thus this term represents the maximum
value of average load current that can be drawn from the cir-
cuit of Fig. 3-1. This quantity is defined as
V
I = 1 _ t (3-4)Lm 2r RL0
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The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3-3) is the
average load current, and is denoted:
2 iLdt (3-5)
0
The last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3-3) is simply
0
When the flux change from saturation is defined as A?,
Ts cp- Po (3-7)
Equation (3-3) qan be written simply as:
N
L  Lm_ 2TRL
In order to complete the description of the magnetic amplifier
of Fig. 3-1, the flux reset from saturation must be found in
terms of the reset signal.
Before consideration of the reset flux, the expression
of Eq. (3-8) can be further simplified by normalization with
respect to ILm; thus
I LNL-= 1 - a9 (3-9)
ILm 2¶RL La
From Eq.(3-4), the quantity
2
'RLIL fVg dt (3-10)
Thus the expression of Eq.(3-9) becomes:
I L
Lm g dt
Ig
0 9
L
In the experimental verification of the analysis of this
chapter, normal excitation of the reactor will be assumed.
Normal excitation is defined as that excitation which drives
the reactor between positive and negative saturation when the
rectifier is shorted and the control circuit is opened in the
circuit of Fig. 3-1. In terms of the instantaneous supply
voltage vg, normal excitation is defined by
v
2B A= -- at (3-12)soc N
Substitution of this expression into Eq.(3-11) yields the ex-
pression for normalized output current for normal reactor ex-
citation:
IL n9
--- = 1 - (3-13)I 2B A
Normal excitation has been assumed because this level of ex-
citation yields the widest possible control range for a given
reactor. The normalization process carried out above can be
carried out with equal ease for any level of reactor excita-
tion.
The flux in the reactor is reset during a negative alter-
nation of the supply voltage v g. Since there is no rate of
change of flux while the reactor is saturated, the reset cir-
cuit current will reach its steady-state value of Vr/Rr while
the reactor is saturated just prior to t = T (see Fig. 3-3).
Thus the reactor may become unsaturated before t = ¶ ; how-
ever, with the assumption of relatively small RL made above,
this exit from saturation will occur so close to t = z that
k
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negligible error will be introduced by assuming that the re-
setting action starts at t = t. the instant the supply volt-
age goes negative. If the rectifier operated as an indepen-
dently controlled switch to open the load circuit during the
reset half-cycle, then it would only be necessary to compute
the flux change from saturation occurring during the length
of time T due to the reset voltage. However, the rectifier
is an open circuit only when the instantaneous supply voltage
is greater than the voltage N If this condition is not
fulfilled, the rectifier unblocks; and with the low value of
load resistance assumed previously, the rate of change of
flux becomes
rt N
g
Thus, in computing the reset flux change AC, the sensitivity
of the rectifier to its terminal voltage must be taken into
account.
The reset flux and hence the amplifier input-output char-
acteristic will be computed and experimentally verified for
two types of reset: constant current, and constant voltage
with finite resistance. First, the analysis for constant-
current reset will be completed in a fairly "exact" manner in
which the solution is made graphically to account for the rec-
tifier unblocking discussed in conjunction with Eq.(3-14)
above. Second, because of mathematical difficulties involved
in the "exact" solution, a simplified approximate solution
will be made in which the rectifier unblocking,is not accounted
L
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for. After the result of the approximate solution is checked
against the result for the "exact" solution, in the case of
constant-current reset, the approximate solution will be ex-
tended to cover the case of constant-voltage reset with fi-
nite resistance. In this case, the relative reset circuit
conductance for which maximum power gain occurs will be found,
and the input-output characteristic will be normalized with
respect to this quantity.
3.1.0 "Exact" Analysig. Constant-Current Reset
Before the reset flux A9F can be computed for the cir-
cuit of Fig. 3-1, the equations describing the reactor under
reset conditions must be known. The mathematical representa-
tion of Chap. II in its most general form cannot be applied
in a simple manner in this analysis; consequently, some sim-
plification of the general representation is necessary. In
Chap. II, it was found that a simple approximation worked well
with the one-mil Orthonol core tested in that chapter. This
simplified representation will be applied to the analysis in
this section. When, by the methods of Chap. II, a different
simplification of the general representation gives a better
reactor description, then that representation can be applied
to the analysis in a manner similar to the method to be used.
Most practical reactors exhibit the same type of behavior;
thus, in most cases, the performance of a particular reactoriin a si gle-core magnetic-amplifier circuit can be obtained
to a good degree of accuracy simply by specializing the con-
stants in the results of this chapter.
W
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In Chap. II, the one-mil Orthonol core used was found to
be described by two equations of the form [see Eqs.(2-44 and
(2-45)3 :
dr2 (3 )
dt 1 2 (-Hc)2 (-15)
= 2B sg(r) d (3-16)t form of the function g(r) was not considered in Chap. II.
The form of the function g(r) was not considered in Chap. II.
Most reactor cores that are used in high-performance magnetic
amplifiers exhibit nearly rectangular B-H loops under sinu-
soidal voltage excitation. This indicates that when the flux
is driven from saturation to saturation sinusoidally, the ex-
citing current remains essentially constant. Conversely, when
the flux in one of these reactors is reversed by a current-
pulse of constant amplitude, the resulting pulse of d(/dt is
very nearly sinusoidal. Consequently, for the "exact" analy-
sis of this section the function g(r) will be assumed sinu-
soidal, and the expression of Eq.(3-16) becomes:
d= BA sin wr dr (3-17)dt sc dt
where A is the cross-sectional area of the core. When a con-
stant reset current Ir is applied to the reactor, simultane-
ous solution of Eqs.(3-15) and (3-17) yields the rate of
change of flux:
dBA KlK2ao(H-H)2 sin I KIK2a o (H-H )2 t (3-18)dt 2 s c12oc 120 c
with the definition
H r r (3-19)
where Am is the mean length of the magnetic path.
(a)
-V
9 dt
(b)
RB AK K1 2 ao(H- H )2
(c)
Fig. 3 4. Reset wave forms
Fig. 3.4. Reset wave forms
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3.1.1 Calculation of Reset Flux
During the resetting period the supply voltage, which is
assumed sinusoidal,
v = V sin cut, (3-20)
g g
has the waveform shown in Fig. 3-4a. For a particular applied
resetting field H, the rate of change of flux, with the load
circuit held open, is shown in Fig. 3-4b. The rectifier re-
mains blocked or open, however, only as long as the magnitude
of the instantaneous supply voltage is greater than the re-
flected rate of change of flux N (dq/dt). When the voltage
N (dp/dt) tends to become larger than the supply voltage, the
rectifier conducts; and in the presence of the low resistance
of the load circuit, the rate of change of flux is determined
by the supply voltage. Thus the rate of change of flux during
the resetting period is that shown in Fig. 3-4c, and the cross-
hatched area represents N A . When this reset flux is re-
lated to the applied field H, the input-output characteristic
of the amplifier can be obtained by substituting the result
in Eq.(3-13) for normal reactor excitation.
In order to evaluate the cross-hatched area of Fig. 3-4c,
the time tb at which the rectifier unblocks must be known.
With the functions being used, this intersection can be found
only graphically; however, for any particular level of v ,
only one set of solutions is necessary. In Appendix II, a
set of solutions is obtained for the case of normal excita-
tion.
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3.1.2 Calculation of Normalized
Input-Output Characteristic
The load current as a function of the reset flux for
normal excitation is given in Eq.(3-13). In Appendix II, the
reset flux is substituted into this equation to obtain the
normalized input-output characteristic shown plotted as the
theoretical curve in Fig. 3-6. The input variable for the
plot is He/Hem, where He is the effective applied field,
which is given by:
He = (H-H ) (3-21)
and H is the effective applied field for minimum output
em
current as expressed in Eq.(II-7) of Appendix II:
H = (3-22)
em a K K2 a °
3.1.3 Experimental Verification of "Exact" Analysis
Also shown in Fig. 3-6 are experimental points obtained
using the experimental arrangement shown in Fig. 3-7. The
values of Hem for the excitation frequencies which were neces-
sary for normalization of the experimental curves are given
in Table II-2 of Appendix II. The constant describing the
reactor core was obtained from the constant-current switching
characteristic plotted in Fig. 2-17 of Chap. II.
It is evident, from a comparison of the theoretical and
experimental results shown plotted in Fig. 3-6, that although
the agreement is not exact, the prediction is relatively in-
variant with frequency. The error at high levels of output
is caused principally by the neglect of the flux change after
saturation in the mathematical representation. The error at
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low levels of output is caused by the neglect of the exciting
current during the gating half-cycle in the analysis. Addi-
tional error is introduced by the departure of the function
g(r) in the mathematical representation from a pure sinusoid,
as well as by the accuracy with which the representation de-
scribes the reactor with respect to applied field, as indi-
cated by the straight-line approximation of Fig. 2-17 of
Chap. II. The analysis predicts quite accurately the field
at which minimum output occurs (see Fig. 3-6). The predicted
slope of the transfer characteristic is approximately 25 per
cent higher than the measured slopes of the experimental
curves at half of full output.
3.2.0 Approximate Analysis
The analysis of the preceding section, while being fair-
ly exact with respect to the details of waveforms, is compli-
cated by the necessity for graphical solutions. In addition,
this analysis is limited to the constant-current reset case,
which is of little practical interest. An attempt to general-
ize that analysis to include the case of finite reset resist-
ance would require machine computation for reasonably rapid
solution. Although such a process is not unreasonable, it is
the purpose here to obtain simple expressions which will have
engineering applicability. Consequently, some complicating
features of the preceding analysis will be removed in order
to obtain a simple approximate analysis of the single-core
self-saturating magnetic amplifier.
The mathematical representation to be used in the approx-
imate analysis is the form obtained in Chap. II for the one-mil
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Orthonol reactor and given as Eqs.(3-15) and (3-16):
dr= 2 (X -H) 2  (3-15)= KI 2  - c
dt = 2Bsg(r) dA (3-16)
The part of this representation which complicates the analy-
sis is the function g(r). In the "exact" analysis of Section
3.1.0, this function was assumed to be a sinusoid, an assump-
tion well founded on experimental evidence. Since most prac-
tical power supplies are sinusoidal, the function g(r) has
the same waveform as the power-supply voltage.
The power supply to be used in the experimental verifi-
cation of this analysis will be sinusoidal; in the analysis,
however, the supply voltage will be assumed to have a square
waveform of period 2¶ and amplitude V . The function g(r)
will also be assumed to be a square wave, and it will have
the definition:
A , for 0(<rl
g(r) c= (3-23)
0 , elsewhere
Thus, in the approximate analysis, the function g(r) has the
same shape as the power-supply waveform assumed in the analy-
sis. This is done to remove some of the errors introduced by
assuming a square wave for g(r). Reference to the "exact"
analysis of Section 3.1.0 and to Fig. 3-5 shows that, at min-
imum output, full control of the reactor flux is obtained
with no rectifier unblocking. This is a direct result of the
assumption that g(r) and the supply voltage have the same
waveform. Thus the assumption that both have the same wave-
form in the approximate analysis makes the analysis correct
at one point, minimum output, and thereby the error occurring
at other points is reduced. With the function g(r) defined
by Eq.(3-23), Eqs.(3-15) and (3-16) can be combined to yield
a single equation which describes the reactor under resetting
conditions:
= BAcK1 K 2 a o (H-H ) 2  for -BA <)P< BA (3-24)dt sa 1 2'o 0 s c c
The foregoing simplified representation leads to two
major sources of error in the magnetic-amplifier analysis.
When the reset voltage Vr is a constant, no rectifier unblock-
ing occurs during the resetting period, because the square-
wave supply voltage keeps the rectifier blocked throughout
the resetting period. When the relative resistance (N2/R)
of the control circuit becomes appreciable, the waveform of
the dp/dt in the actual reactor due to the reset circuit be-
comes flattened, as shown in Fig. 3-8. With this flattening
of the resetting waveform, the load rectifier will begin to
unblock at the start of the resetting period at high levels
of reset flux, thereby reducing the amount of reset flux ob-
tainable at a given level of resetting signal. In the approx-
imate representation given by Eq.(3-24), this waveform change
with reset N2 /R is neglected; consequently, the expected error
should increase with reset N2/R. In spite of these errors,
the g(r) assumed in Eq.(3-23) leads to the simplest expres-
sions describing the reactor which still retain the necessary
variation of reset voltage with applied field.
The constant of the core, K1 K2 a , is best determined
from constant-current switching tests. The assumption of a
square wave for g(r) means that the constant-current switch-
ing waveform is being replaced by its average value over the
switching time. Thus, if the constant is determined from a
plot of the peak switching voltage, as it is in Fig. 2-17 of
Chap. II, it must be multiplied by the ratio of average value
to peak value of the switching waveform, before it can be used
in the approximate analysis. Most reactor cores used in high-
performance magnetic amplifiers have very nearly rectangular
B-H loops for sinusoidal voltage excitation; thus their con-
stant current switching waveforms are very nearly sinusoidal.
Consequently, if the core constant determined from a plot of
peak switching voltage (see Fig. 2-17 of Chap. II) is multi-
plied by 2/1w, the resulting constant will give good results
in the approximate analysis. In essence, the approximation
used considers that the switching time for a given applied
field is the same for the approximate representation and for
the "exact" representation. This allows an accurate predio-
tion of the applied field required for minimum output.
3.2.1 Constant-Current Reset
In order to obtain a measure of the accuracy of the ap-
proximate analysis, the magnetic amplifier of Fig. 3-1 will )
be analyzed with constant-current reset and the approximate
reactor representation of Eq.(3-24). The result of this anal-
ysis will be compared with the results of the "exact" analysis
and with the experimental results given previously in Fig.3-6.
The supply voltage has been assumed a square wave; conse-
quently, the rectifier remains blocked throughout the reset
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Fig. 3.9. Comparison of theoretical and experimental input-output
characteristics for constant-current reset, approximate analysis
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interval. With constant-current reset, the rate of change of
flux during the resetting interval is constant and is given
by Eq.(3-24); therefore the reset flux is given simply by
Acp = K3  (3-25)
where
K3 = BsA cKK 2 ao
H = H-H
e 0
N I
m
The effective applied field Hem necessary to produce minimum
output for normal reactor excitation is given by
2B A
H = (3-26)
em K v
which reduces identically to Eq.(3-22) in the "exact" analy-
sis. Thus Eq.(3-25) can be normalized to:
/ H\ 2
2B A Hem (3-27)
soa em
Substitution of Eq.(3-27) into the magnetic-amplifier
output equation for normal reactor excitation, Eq.(3-13),
yields the normalized input-output relation resulting from
the approximate analysis:
= 1 - (3-28)
I Lm em
This relation is shown plotted in Fig. 3-9, along with the
theoretical curve derived by the "exact" method of Section
3.1.0 and the experimental points previously plotted in Fig.
3-6. In Fig. 3-9, the approximate solution fits the experi-
mental points better than the "exact" solution does; however,
this is merely coincidence. The error between the "exact"
solution and the experimental points at high levels of output
is principally due to the additional flux change after satura-
tion, a phenomenon which occurs during the gating period. The
error between the "exact" and the approximate solutions at
high output levels is a consequence of the different wave-
forms assumed in the two cases during the reset half-cycle.
Thus, although the added accuracy of the approximate solution
is just coincidence, it will occur with most reactors. At
any rate, the accuracy of the approximate method, as indicated
by the results plotted in Fig. 3-9, is such that an extension
of the approximate analysis to the case of finite reset re-
sistance seems justified.
3.2.2 Constant-Voltage Reset With Finite Resistance
The circuit under consideration is shown schematically
in Fig. 3-1, and the reactor is described during reset by
Eq.(3-24). During the resetting period, the supply voltage
(assumed to be a square wave) keeps the load-circuit rectifier
blocked; consequently, during reset the circuit of Fig. 3-1
is described by the equation
N V N2  d,
=H +N (3-29)
mr mr
where
H i
Simultaneous solution of Eqs.(3-24) and (3-29) for the rate
of change of flux yields:
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dt 3
-1 +
2
(3-30)
where
K3 = BsAK
and the average effective applied resetting field H is given
by N V
He rr - H (3-31)
m r
The expression of Eq.(3-30) is a constant; thus the reset
flux A9 occurring during the resetting period is simply:
A = K3~
N2
- + 4K 3  r He
mr
N2
2K 3 R
2
(3-32)
When the reset flux of Eq.(3~32) is substituted into the
magnetic-amplifier equation for normal reactor excitation,
Eq.(3-13), there results:
K -1 + 1* 4K He
-- - -m r• ^ " (3-33)
ILm = ZBA N2
2K3  NR
mr
For any particular reactor K3 , supply frequency ~2 ~ and rel-
ative reset eircuit resistance N2/Rr, the input-output char-
acteristic could be plotted; however, more general informa-
tion can be obtained by normalizing this expression with re-
spect to the average effective applied field necessary for
i r
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minimum output, and with respect to the relative reset-circuit
resis ance for maximum power gain. Before htis normalization
is done in Section 3.2.4, the value of relative reset resist-
ance for maximum power gain will be derived.
3.2.3 Maximization of the Power Gain
Before the power gain can be maximized, several defini-
tions must be made. First, only incremental input and output
quantities will be considered. This type of treatment is con-
sistent with methods used with other types of amplifiers.
Since the input-output characteristic is nonlinear, the in-
cremental gain is not constant. Consequently, to fix ideas
and define a basis for comparison of different circuits, the
incremental gain will always be considered for half of full
I
output: i.e., - = 0.5. The power gain is defined as
Lm
= aIL 12 RL (3
2
where IL and Ir are average quantities and the partial deriv-
ative is taken at (IL/ILm) = 0.5. Equation (3-34) does not
give the true power gain; however, since the waveforms do not
vary drastically among magnetic-amplifier circuits of the
same type, the power gain defined in Eq.(3-34) gives a good
index for comparison among amplifiers of the same type.
Starting with Eq.(3-33), the power gain defined by Eq.
(3-34) is derived in Appendix III, and is:
K B A N2
mL
K= 2 mL (3-35)
2KK3G J6 + 1
3!g~
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with the definition
N2
r (3-36)
mr
The value of Gm for which maximum power gain occurs is found
in Appendix III to be:
G =-1' (3-37)m 2K BA
The resulting maximum power gain K is:
N2  KBA
K (3-38)pm L (3-3 )
Note, from Eq.(3-37), that the value of N /Rr for maximum
power gain with a given reactor varies inversely with the
square root of supply frequency. This means that although a
control source may appear to have relatively high resistance
at a low supply frequency, the same resistance will appear
relatively lower at a higher supply frequency. It is evident
from Eq.(3-38), that the maximum power gain varies directly
with the square root of supply frequency. In this case, the
supply voltage must vary linearly with frequency to maintain
normal reactor excitation with the same value of N
g
When the ratit y is defined as:
J T' ~N 2
K BA N
m 3 mr
the power gain of Eqo(3-35) can be normalized to:
K
.. (3-Lo)
Kpm ( + 1) 2
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The normalized power gain of Eq.(3-40) is plotted as a func-
tion of y in Fig. 3-10. Also shown in this plot are experi-
mental points obtained using the experimental arrangement of
Fig. 3-11. Note that, while the theory yields an optimistic
prediction of the level of the power gain, the location of
the peak-power gain and the shape of the variation with re-
spect to y are predicted very well. Thus the expression of
Eq.(3-37) can be used to accurately predict the reset circuit
N2 /R necessary for maximum power gain, and Eq.(3-38) can be
used to predict the maximum power gain within 25 percent of
the actual power gain.
3.2.4 Normalized Input-Output
Characteristics, Finite Resistance
In order to obtain a simplified and orderly method of
describing the input-output characteristic of a magnetic am-
plifier with finite reset resistance, the expression of Eq.
(3-33) is normalized, in Appendix IV, to the result:
IL = 1 -1 + 1 +[(y2 Y+1) 2  I] (3-2)
-L 1 i [](3-41)
The ratio y is the relative reset-circuit conductance per unit
mean length normalized with respect to the value that gives
maximum power gain at half output. The ratio y is defined by
Eq.(3-39). The quantity He is the average effective applied
field, and was defined previously in Eq.(3-31). The quantity
Hem is the average effective applied field necessary for min-
imum output, and is given by Eq.(IV-8) of Appendix IV as:
ea 2_+1)21
Hem 2] (3-42)
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The expression of Eq.(3-41) is independent of frequency; .thus
a family of input-output characteristics could be plotted
with y as parameter, and then the curves could be used to
predict amplifier behavior by the substitution of reactor and
circuit constants into the expressions of Eqs.(3-39) and .(3-42).
The expression of Eq.(3-41) is plotted for two values of
y as the solid curves of Figs. 3-12 and 3-13. The experimen-
tal points on the plots were obtained by the use of the ex-
perimental arrangement of Fig. 3-11. The constants necessary
for normalizing the experimental points are calculated in
Appendix IV. The experimental points of Figs. 3-12 and 3-13
were used to obtain four of the experimental points plotted
in the normalized power-gain plot of Fig. 3-10. In Figs. 3-12
and 3-13, the prediction is fairly good and relatively inde-
pendent of supply frequency. The predicted gain in all cases
is too high; the error for y = 1.0 is approximately 35 per
cent. The principal source of this error is the change in
reset rate of change of flux waveform with y, which is neg-
lected in the approximate analysis. This error shows up
mostly at low output where the change in waveform causes ap-
preciable rectifier unblocking and hence reduced gain in the
actual amplifier. Further evidence of this unblocking is the
larger applied signal necessary to produce minimum output
than is predicted theoretically. This error in signal re-
quired for minimum output increases with y, as shown by a
comparison of the experimental points of Figs. 3-12 and 3-13.
The normalized result of the approximate analysis pro-
vides a useful answer to the long-debated question of what
determines whether the control or reset circuit resistance in
a magnetic amplifier is high or low: i.e., whether the reset
source acts as a current source or as a voltage source. When
the normalized reset conductance y is unity, maximum power
gain results, and the reset source is neither a voltage
source nor a current source, but the input impedance of the
reactor is matched to the external resistances in the circuit.
For values of y greater than unity, the reactor input imped-
ance is greater than the external circuit resistance, and
hence the reset source behaves more like a voltage source.
On the other hand, for values of y less than unity, the reac-
tor input impedance is less than the external circuit resist-
ance; therefore, the reset source behaves more like a current
source. This discussion is illustrated best by a considera-
tion of the slope of the normalized input-output characteris-
tic of Eq.(3-41) at half output. When the normalized current
gain K. is defined as1
BA3 K
"if3 3 I _0(3-43)0°5;
LLm
then, from Eq.(III-5) of Appendix III, this gain becomes:
1 1Ki. (3-44)
This expression is plotted in Fig. 3-14. For very small val-
ues of y, the curve approaches the asymptote of current con-
trol; while for very large values of y, the curve approaches
the asymptote for voltage control. As indicated by Eq.(3-39),
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a knowledge of the reactor constants and supply frequency
will allow calculation of the relative reset conductance per
unit mean length for any type of control indicated in the
plot of Fig. 3-14.
In the approximate analysis, the reset waveform distor-
tion and rectifier unblocking that were neglected make the
error in the analysis increase with increasing y. Thus the
accuracy of the plot of Fig. 3-14 decreases with increasing y.
Chapter IV
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
4.0.0 Introduction
In brief summary, the results of this research are the
following: A mathematical representation for a polycrystal-
line, thin-tape, ferromagnetic metal is derived for the oper-
ating conditions found during flux resetting in a magnetic
amplifier. The starting point for the derivation of the rep-
resentation is the dynamic behavior of ferromagnetic single
crystals as reported in the literature. All mobile domain
walls are assumed to have the same equation of motion on the
average, but each domain wall is assumed to have a different
starting field. The general representation obtained in this
manner is not checked experimentally; however, two simplified
versions which are suitable for magnetic-amplifier analysis
are checked experimentally. The simplified reactor represen-
tation contains constants and a function which could be de-
termined from material properties if sufficient detailed in-
formation were available, but such information is not avail-
able at present. Consequently, the constants and function of
the mathematical representation must be determined by an em-
pirical fit to a suitable terminal characteristic of the re-
actor. As pointed out in Chap. I, this, in essence, has been
the method used in determining reactor characteristics for
magnetic-amplifier analyses in the past. The reasons the
representation derived in this research represents an improve-
ment are: first, the new mathematical representation is more
- 80 -
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general than those used in the past 9 in that it accounts - in
at least an approximate way - for the processes believed to
be active in a ferromagnetic material during a flux change;
second, being more general, the representation requires a
more descriptive terminal nharacteristic than a normal magnet-
ization curve or symmetrical hysteresis loop for the determi-
nation of the constants and function. The terminal character-
istic used in this research is a constant-~urrent switching
characteristic and a typical switching waveform. The partic-
ular switching characteristic used here is a plot of peak
switching voltage as a function of effective applied field9
as shown in Figo 2-170
As an example of the application of the reactor repre-
sentation to magnetic-amplifier analysis, the simplified rep-
resentation is applied to the analysis of a singl-e-core, self-
saturating magnetic amplifier with constant reset voltage and
variable reset resistanceo The results of the analysis are
compared with experimental results9 and indicate thatL with
the reactor representation derived in this research, reason-
ably accurate prediction of magnetic-amplifier characteristics
over a wide range of supply frequency and reset resistance is
obtained. An additional result of importance is the deriva-
tion of the relative reset resistance necessary for maximum
power gain, and the calculation of the maximum power gain for
a particular reactor with specified gate circuit constants0
Although some analyses have been made in the past for a single
supply frequency and for the limiting cases of high reset re-
sistance (current-source control) and low reset resistance
(voltage control), no analyses have been reported in the lit-
erature in which an independently determined reactor repre-
sentation has been used to predict magnetic-amplifier charac-
teristics simultaneously over a wide frequency range and over
the range of reset resistances from current to voltage con-
trol. In fact, the results of this research are used to de-
fine, in terms of reactor and circuit constants, the regions
of current and voltage control. The definition of these re-
gions has been the subject of much discussion in the past,
and no analytical definition is available in the literature.
The reactor representation which was used in the magnet-
ic amplifier analysis was simplified with reference to the
characteristics of a one-mil Orthonol reactor. Most of the
reactor materials, such as Orthonol and Permalloy in the tape
thicknesses (one, two, and four mil) normally used in magnetic
amplifiers, behave in approximately the same manner over the
range of applied fields found in magnetic amplifiers operat-
ing at normal power frequencies (60 ops to 3000 cps). Thus
the analysis is useful in describing magnetic-amplifier char-
acteristics with other reactors. The degree of accuracy is,
of course, governed by how well the reactor representation
used fits the reactor under consideration over the range of
operating conditions of interest. It is pointed out that
the application of the techniques developed here to single-
core magnetic-amplifier circuits with other than constant
See Table I, Chap. II.
See Table I, Chap. II.
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voltage control, and to multi-core magnetic amplifiers with
any form of control voltage, will require further analytical
work.
In the following sections, the results of the several
parts of this research will be given, along with the essen-
tial steps leading to the results, along with important con-
clusions to be drawn from the results. The limitations of
the techniques will be pointed out. Suggested topics for
future work to strengthen and extend the concepts used here
will be given, with some discussion.
4.1.0 The Mathematical Representation for a Reactor
The derivation of the mathematical representation for
the reactor in Chap. II is based on the following steps.
First, the form of the equations governing the dynamics of a
single-domain wall in an arbitrarily shaped, single-crystal
specimen is determined from a consideration of the processes
(eddy-current damping and spin-relaxation damping) that im-
pede domain wall motion, and of the dynamics of domain wall
motion in simplified crystal shapes. The form of these equa-
tions is given in Eqs.(2-12) and (2-16):
f(6) d= K(H-Ha) (2-12)
1= 2Bagtg (2-16)
dt Bsg' dt
where*
Throughout this research, all equations are written
using the rationalized mks system of units.
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= the average distance of the domain
wall from the nucleating site
H = applied field
Hs  = minimum field required to
make the domain wall move
I01 = the flux enclosed by the domain wall
f(') = the positional dependence of the
wall damping factor
K1  = constant of the material related
to the wall damping
Bs  = saturation flux density of the material
g'(9 ) = rate of change of cross-sectional
area enclosed by the domain wall
with respect to the average wall
position
t = time
Next, the motion of a typical domain wall in a polycrystal-
line specimen is assumed to be governed by equations of the
same form as Eqs.(2-12) and (2-16). Because of the inhomoge-
neity of polycrystalline materials, the starting field H is
assumed to vary among domains; thus the number of domains
moving for any applied field strength will vary. In general,
a large number of domains participate in the flux reversal
process; consequently, the number of domain walls Nd which
move is considered as a continuous function of the applied
field. Thus the distribution function G(H ), which describes
the number of walls which start to move for applied fields be-
tween Hs and Hs + dH , is defined by Eq.(2-18):
dNd(Hs)
G(H )dH s = dH dH (2-18)
The significance of the function G(H) will be discussed later.
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By using the distribution function G(H), the equation of
motion for a typical domain wall, Eq.(2-12), is averaged over
the distribution of starting fields; as a result, the average
domain dimension x, obtained by averaging over all the domain
walls that are moving, is defined in Eq.(2-19). This dimen-
sion is then used to define the average normalized domain
dimension r in Eq.(2-20). The dimension r is defined in such
a way that, regardless of the applied field strength or how
the field varies during a flux reversal, the variable r is
zero at the start of a flux reversal and is unity at the end
of a flux reversal. In terms of the normalized dimension X,
the equation of motion which describes domain wall motion
throughout the polycrystalline specimen is derived as Eq.
(2-21). This expression contains a term in dH/dt, the rate
of change of applied-field. In all the considerations of
this research, the applied field is assumed to change slowly
enough during the flux reversal so that this term containing
dH/dt can be neglected. Thus the most general form of the
domain wall equation of motion used in this research is given
by Eq.(2-28).
dr= KK2 (H-H )G(Hs)dH (2-28)
dt 12 5
where K2 is a constant relating the maximum distance moved by
an average domain wall to the number of domain walls moving
ýSee Eq.(2-20) . The other equation in the mathematical rep-
resentation for the reactor is obtained by essentially a sum-
mation of Eq.(2-16) over all domains participating in the
f
1
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flux reversal. The final result is given by Eq.(2-27):
2= B g(r) dr (2-27)dt s dt
where g(r) describes the rate of change of area of reversed
magnetization with respect to the dimension r as given by
Eq.(2-26).
Equations (2-27) and (2-28) can be interpreted in terms
of the domain configuration they imply; thus some of the lim-
itations of the representation will be apparent. The use of
a single equation to describe all domain wall motion means
that all domains are assumed to be identical and uniformly
distributed over the specimen. The shape of the constant-
current switching voltage pulse resulting from a single do-
main is independent of the number of domains participating in
the reversal, but the magnitude and duration of the pulse are
dependent on the number of domain walls that are moving. In
a polycrystalline specimen, all domain walls do not behave
identically, and the shape of the voltage pulse resulting
from the constant-current switching of a single domain should
depend on the number of domains moving. However, as pointed
out in Section 2.2.3 of Chap. II, the initial part of the
voltage pulse will have a shape relatively independent of the
number of domains moving, because the small nucleated domains
will be relatively far removed from one another. The shape
of the final part of the voltage pulse is determined by the
rate of annihilation of domain walls. Since annihilation oc-
curs because a domain wall collides with other domain walls
or the crystalline surfaces, the shape of the final part of
I~
region of small
fields
region of large P
fields
Fig. 4.1. Qualitative plot of the distribution of domain wall starting fields.
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the waveform should be dependent on the number of domain walls
moving. Although the present representation is suitable for
magnetic-amplifier analysis where the initial part of the re-
setting voltage waveform is of primary importance, it may not
be suitable for applications where the final part of the re-
setting waveform must be accurately known.
In Chap. II, the mathematical representation given by
Eqs.(2-27) and (2-28) is shown to describe adequately the
characteristics of saturable reactors for three types of
switching excitation: large constant field9 small constant
field, and small slowly varying field. The relative size of
the field is best defined in terms of the distribution of
domain-wall starting fields described by the function G(Hs)
in Eq.(2-18). In general, a reactor will have a distribution
of starting fields similar to the surTv shown qualitatively
in Fig. 4-1. Of course, no domains will move for fields less
than the coercive force H o For fields slightly greater than
the coercive field, the number of domain walls that move will
vary rapidly with applied field; while at a field strength H1
practically all of the possible nucleation sites supply do-
main walls that move. For fields greater than H1, the num-
ber of domain walls participating in a flux reversal does not
vary with applied field. Thus, as shown in Fig0 4-1, the re-
gion of small fields is from H to H, while the region of
large fields is beyond H1
4.1.1 Switching with Large Constant Field
When the applied field is much greater than H1 (see
Fig. 4-1), the distribution function G(H) can be considered
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as an impulse in the integration of Eq.(2-28): in other words,
for such a large field, all possible domain walls move, and
the effective field propelling each wall - the applied field
minus the starting field - is approximately the same. It is
shown in Section 2.3.1 of Chap. II that consideration of G(H)
as an impulse leads to the result that the inverse of the
constant-field switching time varies linearly with applied
field, in agreement with experiments performed in the computer
field and reported in the literature. 32 ,3 3 Thus the mathe-
matical representation is adequate for describing constant-
field switching characteristics for large applied fields.
4.1.2 Switching with Small Fields
For an analytical consideration of switching at small
fields ( H <H 1 in Fig. 4-1), the function G(H) must be
known. The lack of detailed information about nucleating
sites and starting fields makes it impossible to determine
the function G(H) from considerations of material constants
and structure. Thus, to obtain analytical expressions that
can be empirically fit to experimental curves, the function
G(H) is assumed to be a power series given by Eq.(2-32):
00
G(H8 ) = an (H- H c)n+p (2-32)
n=O
H 8> Ho , -14 p4 0
Using this approximation of G(H) and the assumption that the
damping of the domain walls is not position-dependent [see
Eqs.(2-35) and (2-37)], the mathematic4l representation for
the reactor simplifies to Eqs.(2-38) and (2-39):
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dr 2 (n+p+ n+p+ (H-H )n+p+2  (2-38)dtK 12. (n+p+l)(n+p+2) c
n=O
When a constant-current switching characteristic is
plotted for a reactor in terms of one of the three variables -
peak switching voltage (dO/dt)pk, time to reach peak voltage
Dpk' or time for complete switching sa - the reactor constants
can be determined by fitting the power series of Eqo(2-40).
(2-41), or (2-42) to the experimental result. In general,
several terms in the power series may be necessary to obtain
a good empirical fit over a wide range of applied fields;
however, for inclusion in a circuit analysis it is better to
use the best approximation over the range of fields of inter-
est afforded by a single term of the power series. The graph
of Fig. 2-17 shows plots of peak switching voltage as a func-
tion of the effective applied field for three reactors. Also
shown in Fig. 2-17 are approximations to the three plots made
by assuming n = p = 0 in the power series of Eqso(2-38) and
(2-39). It is evident, from Figo 2-17, that the approxima-
tion is very good for the one-mil reactor, but is less accu-
rate for the other two. Similar results reported by Huhta21
indicate that this is a good approximation for all materials
commonly used in high-performance magnetic amplifiers. In
subsequent work, the representation using the approximation
of n = p = 0 is used, and experimental verification is made
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with the one-mil core, with the reactor constant determined
from the approximation of Fig. 2-17.
The approximation of n = p = 0 in the power series means
that the distribution of starting fields described by the
function G(H) is a constant from the coercive field H up to
the operating field, as shown by the dotted curve in Fig. 4-1.
The approximation of n = p = 0 for the power series in
the mathematical representation of Eqs. (2-38) and (2-39)
leads to the simplified representation of Eqs. (2-44) and
(2-45):
a
Am= KlK _ ( 2 (2-44)dt 1 K 2 (B-c)2
dt = BsKlK 2aog(r)(H-Hf)2 (2-45)
When this representation is applied to the analysis of
switching with constant voltage and finite resistance, as
shown schematically in Fig. 2-18, the peak switching voltage
is given by Eq. (2-49). This expression is shown plotted in
Fig. 2-20, along with experimental points obtained with the
one-mil Orthonol reactor with three values of reset circuit
N2 /R. The agreement between theory and experiment is good
over a wide range of applied fields. Thus, when the con-
stants of the reactor representation are specialized to ob-
tain an empirical fit with a set of constant-current switch-
ing characteristics, the resulting representation can be used
to predict a switching characteristic obtained by the use of
a constant switching voltage with a finite switching or reset
circuit resistance. In this mode of operation, the field ap-
plied to the core varies during the switching.
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4.2.0 Magnetic-Amplifier Analysis
In the treatment up to this point, no consideration has
been given to the function g(r) in the mathematical represen-
tation for the reactor. Control in a magnetic amplifier is
obtained essentially by controlling the amount of flux reset
in the reactor during a given interval of time. The amount
of flux reset varies from zero to twice the reactor satura-
tion flux; consequently, when the representation is included
in the analysis of a magnetic amplifier, the instantaneous
rate of change of flux must be known at all times during the
resetting period. Thus, if the mathematical representation
of Eqso (2-38) and (2-39) is to be applied in a magnetic-
amplifier analysis, the function g(r) must be specified.
In the approximate representation of Eqso (2-38) and
(2-39), for which the assumption has already been made that
the domain wall damping is position-independent, the applica-
tion of a constant field H makes the dimension r vary linearly
with time. In this case,. the function g(r), plotted as a
function of r, has the same shape as the switching voltage
plotted as a function of time. Thus the function g(r) can
be obtained by approximating a switching voltage waveform by
some analytical function.
Most reactors used in magnetic amplifiers exhibit so-
called rectangular B-H loops when the reactor is excited by
a sinusoidal voltage sourceo This means that when the rate
of change of flux is sinusoidal, the exciting current is con-
stant. Conversely, when such a reactor is switched with a
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constant current, the resulting induced voltage pulse is very
nearly sinusoidal. Thus, for those reactors operated in a
range of fields for which the B-H loop is rectangular for si-
nusoidal excitation, the function g(r) can be assumed a sinu-
soid.
In all the magnetic-amplifier analyses of this research
the representation used is the single-term approximation to
the power series of Eqs.(2-38) and (2-39) given in Eqs.(2-44)
and (2-45). While the variation in the behavior of reactors
in general may vary appreciably, the reactors commonly used
in magnetic amplifiers when operated over the limited range
of fields found in magnetic amplifiers will exhibit similar
behavior. Consequently, while the magnetic-amplifier analyses
to follow are based on the representation for a particular re-
actor, the results will be applicable to magnetic amplifiers
utilizing most of the common types of reactors. Naturally,
caution must be exercised in making such a generalization.
4.2.1 "Exact" Magnetic-Amplifier Analysis
In Section 3.1.0 of Chap. III, the magnetic amplifier
shown schematically in Fig. 3-1 is analyzed for constant cur-
rent reset (Nr2/R )--0 , using the mathematical representa-
tion of the reactor given by Eqso(2-44) and (2-45) with the
function g(r) a sinusoid. The analysis requires some graphi-
cal solutions, which are made in Appendix II. The resulting
normalized input-output characteristic is plotted in Fig. 3-6,
where IL/ILm is plotted as a function of He /Hem. IL is the
average load current, ILm is the maximum average load current,
H is the effective applied field,
NI
H e r r
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and Hem is the field required for minimum output given by
Eq.(3-22):
H = -1 (322)
em V K1 K2 a(
with as the radian frequency of the supply, and KlK2 a0 the re-
actor constant. Also plotted in Fig° 3-6 are experimental
points obtained at various supply frequencies from the exper-
imental arrangement of Fig- 3-7. The normalizing constant
for the input of each experimental curve, Hem, is calculated
from Eq.(3-22) in Appendix II.
A comparison of the theoretical curve and the experimen-
tal points in Fig. 3-6 shows that, although the agreement is
not exact, the error is relatively invariant with frequency.
At high levels of output, the error is mainly due to the neg-
lect in the mathematical representation of the flux change
after saturation. The size of the error due to this flux
change should remain fairly constant down to half output, and
below half output it should decrease to zero at minimum out-
put. At low levels of output, the principal source of error
is the neglect of the exciting current in the analysis of the
gating half-cycle. This error is a maximum at minimum output,
and decreases as the output increaseso These two sources of
error account for practically all of the nearly 25 percent
difference between the theoretical and experimental gains at
half-output. As demonstrated by the results of Fig. 3-6, the
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mathematical representation derived in Chap. II allows reason-
ably accurate prediction of magnetic-amplifier input-output
characteristics over a frequency range of a decade for con-
stant current reset. No such prediction has been attempted
in the literature up to the present time, the reason being
that the mathematical representations for the reactors used
previously were not general enough to allow such a prediction.
4.2.2 Approximate Magnetic-Amplifier Analysis
When the reset circuit resistance in the single-core,
self-saturating magnetic-amplifier circuit of Fig. 3-1 is
made finite, the field applied to the reactor will vary during
the resetting process. Under such a set of conditions, the
use of the mathematical representation of Eqs.(2-44) and
(2-45) with g(r) a sinusoid to describe the reactor, leads to
expressions requiring machine computation for rapid solution.
To remove the difficulty and allow simplified, though some-
what less accurate solutions, the representation is further
simplified in Section 3.2.0 of Chap. III by the assumption
that the function g(r) in Eq.(2-45) is a square wave. To com-
pensate partially for this assumption, the supply voltage is
also assumed to be a square wave, in spite of the fact that
the supply voltage used in the experimental verification is
sinusoidal. These two assumptions are reasonable, because
in the actual amplifier the supply voltage and the function
g(r) have the same shape. The errors introduced by these as-
sumptions arise because, with a constant reset voltage, the
change of resetting waveshape with reset circuit N2/R, illus-
trated in Fig. 3-8, no longer occurs, and the rectifier
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unblocking that takes place in the actual amplifier during
the resetting period does not occur in the simplified analysis.
The analysis of the circuit with constant-current reset
and the simplified reactor representation is carried out in
Section 3.2.1 of Chap. III. The resulting input-output char-
acteristic is plotted in Fig. 3-9, where a comparison is made
both with the theoretical result of the more exact analysis
of Section 3.1.0 and with the experimental results first
plotted in Fig. 3-6. According to the plot of Fig. 3-9, the
approximate analysis gives better agreement with experiment
than the "exact" analysis does. This, however, is coincidence
because the sources of error between the "exact" analysis and
experiment manifest themselves during the gating period, while
the error between the "exact" and the approximate analysis
occurs because of waveform differences during the resetting
period. In spite of the errors9 the plot of Fig. 3-9 shows
that the approximate analysis yields a good prediction of the
magnetic-amplifier characteristic over a supply frequency
range of a decade for constant-current reset. This extremely
simple analysis yields the result expressed as Eq.(3-28):
L- = 1 - - (3-28)
Lm Hem
The factors in this expression are defined in the same way as
those for the "exact" analysis given above.
The approximate analysis for finite reset resistance and
constant reset voltage is carried out in Section 3.2.2, and
the input-output characteristic is obtained in Eq.(3-33) in
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terms of the average effective applied field He ,
N V
He rr _ r , (3-31)
mr
the reset conductance per unit mean length,
N2
G = - (3-36)
mr
the supply period 2%, and the reactor constants. The input-
output characteristic of Eg.(3-33) is rather unwieldy to use,
but the expression can be put into very useful form by normal-
izing it with respect to the average effective field required
for minimum output and with respect to the value of reset con-
ductance per unit mean length required for maximum power gain.
Thus, before this input-output characteristic is treated fur-
ther, the power gain is maximised in Section 3.2.3.
The power gain is defined as an incremental quantity at
half-output in Eq. (3-34):
x = •L a (3-34)
P B r I Rr
2
Since the variables involved are average values, Eq.(3-34)
does not give the true power gain; however, this expression
gives a good index of comparison among amplifiers of the same
type, which is a much simpler expression than the true power
gain.
The value of the reset conductance per unit mean length
necessary for maximum power gain at half-output is derived in
Appendix III, and is given by Eq*(3-37):
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G = (3-37)m 2K BA3 se
and the resulting maximum power gain is
K p N2  KBA (3-38)
mpm
In these expressions,
K3 = BsAcK Ka o
With the definition of the relative reset conductance y given
by Eq.(3-39),
FBA N2
G 3 K o Y2K (3-39)
m 3 mr
the power gain at half-output for any level of G can be found
from the expression:
Kpm (Y+1) 2
This normalized power gain is plotted in Fig. 3-10, along
with some experimental points obtained using the experimental
arrangement of Fig. 3-11. From the results shown in Fig.3-10,
it is apparent that, while the predicted power gain is too
high, the prediction of the reset N2 /R at which maximum power
gain occurs is very good. This result provides one form of a
solution to the problem of whether the reset circuit resist-
ance is relatively high or low. Another form of the same
solution will be given below.
In Appendix IV, the relative reset conductance Y is used
to normalize the input-output characteristic of the amplifier
with constant reset voltage. The result is given in Eq.(3-41):
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-1 + 1 + 2(f Y+1)2 1i] -
S K1  +) Hem (3-41)
ILm 2 Y
with Hem the average effective applied field now given by:
Sy) 2 - 1 (3-42)em K3 c  2
The expression for the input-output characteristic, Eq.(3-41),
is independent of supply frequency; consequently, a family of
input-output characteristics could be plotted with y as param-
eter; then the performance of a particular reactor at a given
supply frequency could be found by substituting the reactor
and circuit constants into the normalizing expressions, Eqs.
(3-39) and (3-42). The expression of Eq.(3-41) is plotted
for two values of y in Figs. 3-12 and 3-13. Experimental
points obtained at two values of supply frequency with the
circuit of Fig. 3-11 are shown in Figs. 3-12 and 3-13. Al-
though the predicted slopes of the two curves are optimistic,
the error is relatively independent of frequency. The error
at high values of output is due to the flux change after sat-
uration which was neglected in the reactor representation.
At low levels of output, the error is caused by the neglect
of exciting current during the gating period, and in addition
by the neglect of the waveform change with y and rectifier
unblocking in the simplified representation. Reference to
Fig. 3-10, where the constant-current reset characteristic
was plotted, shows that the predietion of Hem , the field re-
quired for minimum output, Was very good. Reference to Figs.
3-12 and 3-13 shows that the prediction of H increases inem
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error as y increases. This is to be expected, because the
waveform distortion and the consequent decrement in reset
flux due to rectifier unblocking increase with Y. The wave-
form distortion and rectifier unblocking were disregarded in
the approximate analysis. In spite of the errors involved,
the approximate analysis gives a reasonably accurate predic-
tion of magnetic-amplifier behavior over a range of frequency
and a range of relative reset resistance values. Such a pre-
diction has never been attempted in the literature up to the
present time.
The normalized current gain Ki at half-output is defined
in Eq.(3-43) as:
BL
I 
I
i 8 8- L
L I Lm
In terms of the normalized conductance 7, the current gain Ki
is given as:
K (3-44)i Y+1
This expression, shown plotted in Fig. 3-14, provides a quan-
titative measure of the approach to voltage or current con-
trol in terms of the reactor constants and supply frequency.
By comparison of the actual curve with the current-control
and voltage-control asymptotes in Fig. 3-14, the accuracy of
either approximation can be obtained. Of course, the optimum
operating point with respect to power gain occurs at y = 1
where the asymptotes intersect.
L
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In the approximate analysis the reset waveform distor-
tion and rectifier unblocking that were neglected cause the
error in the analysis to increase with increasing y. Thus
the accuracy of the plot of Figo 3-14 decreases with increas-
ing y. The accuracy of the experimental power gain shown
plotted in Fig- 3-10 does not change appreciably up to y = 3;
consequently, the plot of Fig. 3-14 is useful for values of
y on both sides of the optimum of y = 1.
4.3.0 Conclusions
In this section the conclusions to be drawn from the
results of this research will be discussed along with the
limitations of the techniques. This discussion will be
broken into two parts: how the material quality can be spec-
ified in terms of the mathematical representation, and how
the representation can be useful in the application of ex-
isting reactors in magnetic amplifiers.
4.3.1 Material Qualit-
Before material quality can be discussed, the meaning
of the term must be known. As it is used here, material
quality means how well a magnetic amplifier performs with a
reactor using the core material. Most amplifiers are char-
acterized by gain-bandwidth products. Magnetic amplifiers
are usually characterized by a similar factor called the
figure of merit, which is the ratio of power gain to time
constant. The single-core self-saturating magnetic amplifier
exhibits a time delay of one half-cycle of the supply fre-
quency; consequently, the maximum power gain obtainable is
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a direct measure of the figure of merit for this amplifier.
The maximum obtainable power gain will be used as a measure
of the material quality in this section.
The maximum power gain is given by Eq.(3-38):
mL
Methods of achieving maximum power gain by adjusting core di-
mensions and operating conditions are straightforward; thus,
in the discussion of material quality, a reactor of given di-
mensions, and material are assumed ~ Since Eq.(3-38) was de-
rived for normal reactor excitation, the fixing of the supply
frequency leaves only the reactor constant K3 to affect the
power gain. Included as factors in K, are the constants K,
and K2 ao o Reference to Eq.(2-12) shows that the constant K1
is a measure of the damping of domain wall motJ,.en An in-
crease of K1 means a decrease in the damping on the domain
wall. The damping is caused by both eddy currents and spin
relaxation. The eddy-current damping can be reduced by making
the material thinnerg but the spin-relaxation damping is a
property of the material itself; consequently, there exists a
limit to the improvement possible by using thinner material.
Reference to Eqso(2-20) and (2-32) indicates that the
constant K2 a o depends on the number of domain walls partici-
pating in the flux reversal process. it should be evident
that if the number of walls is increased, the velocity of
each wall for a given rate of change of flux will be decreasedo
Thus, less field will be required to drive the walls. ThejI',r
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number of walls available for flux reversal undoubtedly de-
pends on the grain structure in the material, because nuclea-
tion is considered to occur (at least in part) at grain boun-
daries. It might seem reasonable that a reduction in grain
size would improve the material by providing more domain
walls. However, the process of nucleation at grain bounda-
ries is not simple nor well understood because of a lack of
detailed knowledge of just how nucleation takes place in a
polycrystalline specimen. The constant K2a0 can be increased
by improving the uniformity of the grain structure throughout
the specimen. This has the effect of reducing the variation
of starting fields to a minimum; as a result, for a given
change in applied field, a greater number of domain walls
start to move.
4.3.2 Application of Existina Reactors
The analyses and experimental results given in Chap. III
indicate that the mathematical representation can be used to
predict magnetic-amplifier characteristics over a wide range
of supply frequency and reset circuit impedance. In addi-
tion, the representation allows a calculation of the reset
circuit impedance at which maximum power gain occurs. Such
predictions have not been possible with reactor representa-
tions used in the past. By the use of this representation
to describe a given reactor, a constant-current switching
characteristic can be measured and Eqs.(2-38) and (2-39) can
be fitted to the characteristics. This representation can
then be used to predict single-core, self-saturating magnetic-
amplifier characteristics. If the switching characteristic
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can be approximated by the simplified representation of Eqso
(2-44) and (2-45), the results of Chap. III are applicable to
the reactor.
It must be remembered that all the analyses'of Chap. III
have been made with a constant resetting voltage; consequent-
ly, if magnetic-amplifier characteristics are.desired for
other types of resetting signals - for instance, "reset
pulses , the analysis of Chapo III will have to be general-
ized to include the particular type of reset used. In the
case of pulse reset, caution must be exercised in applying
the simplified representation because the dH/dt term neglect-
ed in the simplification may no longer be negligible.
The reactor representation used in this research can be
used to establish a model theory for application with the
Roberts core test.18  In the Roberts core test, a normalized
input-output characteristic of the reactor, operating in a
single-coreg self-saturating magnetic-amplifier circuit, is.
obtained at one supply frequency. Thus, by using the reactor
representation of Chap. II, the results of a Roberts core
test could be used to obtain the characteristics of the reac-
tor operating at different levels of reset circuit impedance.
As Roberts points out,1 8 when current pulse reset is used,
the results of his core test are changed from. the result ob-
tained by using constant current reset; however, by proper
application of the reactor representation, a Xagnetic ampli-
fier model theory could be developed for each of several com-
mon types of reset signals.
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The problem of matching reactors for use in balanced am-
plifiers has not been wholly solved. The representation de-
veloped in this research indicates the necessary condition
that two reactors be matched. The condition is simply that
both reactors shall have the same constants and constant-
current switching waveforms. The switching waveform is very
18important because, as Roberts points out, a change in reset-
ting waveform can make a profound difference in magnetic-
amplifier characteristics.
4.4.0 Areas of Future Work
One area that needs to be investigated thoroughly is the
problem of how well the mathematical representation of the
material actually describes the processes in the reactor.
Although the representation has proved useful in the predic-
tion of magnetic-amplifier characteristics, there is no way
at present of verifying whether or not the representation does
describe the detailed behavior accurately. The questions to
be answered are: Whbere does nucleation occur, and what consti-
tutes a nucleation site? How do grain size and structure
affect nucleation and wall motion? What is the domain wall
configuration during flux change? The answers to these ques-
tions will go a long way toward determining the accuracy of
the representation already developed, and will probably indi-
cate methods for obtaining an improved representation. In
addition, the answers to these questions will indicate to the
metallurgist what variables to control in producing better
and more consistent magnetic materials. Also it might then
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be possible to determine the constants of a reactor from more
fundamental considerations than a terminal characteristic of
the reactor.
Future work of value can be performed in the area of ap-
plication of the representation developed in this research
to conditions of magnetic-amplifier operation other than
those covered here. Examples of the problems still unsolved
are: the application to single-core amplifiers with resetting
voltage waveforms other than the constant used in Chap, III,
and the application of the representation to the analysis of
multi-core, self-saturating amplifiers. The solution of the
latter problem would provide a large step in the solution of
the problem which has faced magnetic-amplifier designers for
many years: namely, how does one design a magnetic amplifier
with specified operating characteristics, having available
only independent information on cores and rectifiers? The
stumbling block to the solution of this problem has been an
inability to state what information about the reactor is nec-
essary for such a design. The representation developed in
this research can be used to indicate the type of core in-
formation needed for a practical magnetic-amplifier synthesis.
Since the core information is obtained from a set of constant-
current switching characteristics, a type of test performed
in the computer field for some time, the information may al-
ready be available; butq if it is not available, it is easily
obtainable from simple test procedures°
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Appendix I
DERIVATION OF SINGLE-DOMAIN BEHAVIOR
A. Plane-Wall., Rectangular Specimen
Eddy-Current Damping
The physical structure treated in this derivation is
shown in Figs. 2-1 and 2-2. The material is assumed to have
constant conductivity C over all the material, and the start-
ing field H is assumed to be constant for all wall positions.
The domain wall velocity will be found by equating the eddy-
current power losdes to the input power.
The saturation moment is so great that po H can be neg-
lected; consequently, the rate of change of flux is zero
everywhere except at the domain wall
B - = 0 (-1)at
where E is the electric-field intensity and B is the flux
density. Since there is symmetry in the y-direction, and
since the current density J is given by
J = i J + j J + k J = crE (I-2)
x y z
where i, j, and k are unit vectors in the right-hand co-
ordinate system xyz, then:
2 28 J  82 J J
+ = 0 (I-3)2 2
ax 8z
82 2
+ - = 0 (I-4)2 28x az
The boundary conditions are: that the normal component of the
current density is zero at the specimen boundaries:
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x = -bJ = 0 at
x = w - 6
(I-5)
J = 0 at z = d
a 2
At the domain wall,
J (0-) = - TvB
(I-6)
J (0+) = oavB
The solution of Eqso(I-3) and (I-4), subject to the boundary
conditions, Eqso(I-5) and (I-6), is:
for -6<5 x 40
Jx n sin sinh (1_7)
SA d 6.
n odd
J= A cos csh (I-8)
n odd
4 orvB
A +- (1-9)
n nlrb
n7r cosh d5
with + sign for n = 1~,59 ooo,
- sign for n = 3711 oooo
for O< x:cw- 6
J B= = sin sinh (I-io)x n d d
n odd
J= B cos cosh d-(I-1)
n odd
4(rvB
n n n(w (I-12)
nr cosh
d
with + sign for n = 1,59 ....
- sign for n = 397,911 oo
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The power dissipated by the eddy currents is
1 - -
Pe = b (J . J ) d(volume) (1-13)
volume
The eddy-current power dissipated per unit length of the
specimen is:
w-6 o
Pe L + j2)dxdz + ( + zj)dxdz (I-14)
Substitution of the values for J and J into Eq.(I-14), andx z
evaluation of the integral lead to:
16rv B 2d2
Ss F(b) (1-15)
3 nrwsinh dw
n cosh =sf + cosh nr(2-w) (-16)
n odd d d
The electrical input power per unit length is:
el = (-H ) = 2B vd(H-H ) (1-17)
el o dt s o
Equating electrical input power to eddy-current power loss,
and solving for the domain wall velocity v, yield:
v = 8B dF(b) (H-Ho) (1-18)
s
B. Plane-Wall, Rectangular Specimen
Spin-Relaxation Damping
The physical structure considered is shown in Fig. 2-1.
The thickness d is very small compared to the radius ri;
therefore the applied field is constant over the thickness of
the specimen. Considering the unit length of material with a
domain wall moving as shown in Fig, 2-2, the retarding force
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on the wall per unit length of material is
fretard = Pr v d (1-19)
Thus the power dissipated in spin-relaxation damping per unit
length of material is:
p= r 2 d (1-20)
The electrical input power per unit length of material is
given by Eq.(I-17):
Pel = 2Bsvd(H-Ho) (1-17)
Setting Eq.(I-17) equal to Eq.(I-20) yields the velocity:
2B
v= (H-H) (1-21)
r
C. Cylindrical Wal, Cylindrigal
Specimen, Eddy-Current Damping
The physical structure considered is shown in Figs. 2-4
and 2-5. The applied field H, as well as the starting field
Ho, is the same throughout the structure. As shown in Fig.
2-59 a single, concentric, cylindrical domain wall is expand-
ing with velocity v.
The cross-sectional area enclosed by the domain wall is
A 6 2 (1-22)
Thus the rate of change of flux, which all occurs at the do-
main wall, is:
' = 2B dAdomain = arBS 6 (1-23)dt dt dt
where 1 is considered positive pointing into the plane of the
paper in Fig. 2-5. Using Faraday's Law,
E d = - (I-24)
at
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and integrating around a concentric path of radius r (see
Fig. 2-5), the tangential electric field is:
- 1 for r>b
E8 = (1-25)0 for r< b
Since the electric field possesses only a tangential compo-
nent, the current density is given by:
J E = for r>b (1-26)
e8 2-r dt
Substitution of Eq.(I-23) into (1-26) yields:
2B c-b
J = - for r b (1-27)e r dt
The total eddy-current losses per unit length of the specimen
are found by evaluating the integral
r 2
m J;
pe = a 2wrdr (1-28)
The result is:
p 8rB2 62 e n 2b (1-29)
The electrical input power per unit length of material is
Pl = 4rBs6 6 (H-Ho) (1-30)a dt - 0)
Thus, equating electrical input power to power loss in eddy
currents yields the differential equation:
Sn = -- (H-H) (1-31)6 dt 2B 0o
D. Cylindrical Wall, Cylindrical
Specimen, Spin-Relaxation Damping
The physical structure assumed in the derivation is de-
scribed in Figs. 2-4 and 2-5. The wall is assumed to be moving
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and retarded only by a spin-relaxation damping force charac-
terised by the damping constant Pr. Thus, in unit length of
the material, the retarding force on the domain wall is:
fretard = 276 (1-32)retard ' r dt
The power dissipated in spin-relaxation damping per unit
length of material is then
S = fretard v = 27b (1-33)r retard r dt)
Setting this power loss equal to the electrical power input
given by Eq.(I-30) yields:
2B
__B (1-34)
dt = 0o
r
This equation, in conjunction with the rate of change of
flux given by Eq.(I-23), relates flux to applied field in
the specimen.
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Appendix II
INPUT-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTIC,
"EXACT" ANALYSIS, CONSTANT-CURRENT RESET
The rate of change of flux in the reactor when constant-
current reset is applied and the load circuit of Fig. 3-1 is
open, is given by Eq.(3-13) as
dt 2 BAKKa(H-H )2 sin r KlK2a (H-Ht ) 2  (II-1)
This expression can be simplified by defining a reset fre-
quency r :
r 2= KK2a (H-H) (11-2)
Substitution of this expression into Eq.(II-l) yields the
simplified expression:
dA = B A c sin co t (11-3)dt so r r
The supply voltage v is given by:
Vg = V sin ct (II-4)
With normal excitation, the amplitude of the supply voltage
is given by:
V = NBA (11-5)g gsc
Substitution of this expression into Eq.(II-4) and division
of both sides by N yield:
V
N = B A co sin cot (11-6)
g
It is evident that when the resetting field H has a value
such that cr = o, the reactor flux is reset to negative sat-
uration, and the reactor will not saturate on the next gating
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half-cycle. This is the condition of minimum average load
current which in the practical case is the exciting current
of the reactor, but in this analysis the exciting current is
neglected in its contribution to the load current; thus the
minimum load current from the analysis will be zero. Defini-
tion of the field Hm necessary to give minimum load current
leads to the expression
27H-H 2a (II-7)m c r KlK 2a
For fields of magnitude less than Hm, the shaded area
shown in Fig. 3-40 must be evaluated to determine the reset
flux. The time tb must be found graphically; consequently,
a family of curves of Eq.(II-3) is plotted for various values
of Or in Fig. 3-5. Also included on this graph is a plot of
v /N , Eq.(II-6). The time tb at which the rectifier unblocks
(see Fig. 3-4c) for each value of or is given in Table II-1.
The reset flux can be computed as:
b dt + dt (tI-s)
dt tb
Substitution of from Eq.(II-3), and v /N from Eq.(II-6),
into Eq.(II-8), and evaluation of the integrals yield:
en( = BsA (1 - cos r tb) + BA c (1 + cos otb) (11-9)
The normalized value of Lp is tabulated for each value of c
in Table II-1.
When the effective applied field He is defined as
H = H-H ' (II-10)e c
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TABLE II-1
the effective field H for
em
H = H-H
em m c
A combination of Eqs.(II-2)
H
H eo
em
minimum output is
(II-11)
and (11-7) yields the result
(11-12)
This ratio gives the effective applied field in terms of the
effective applied field for minimum output, and it will be
used as the input variable in the normalized plot of the in-
put output characteristic. This ratio is also tabulated in
Table II-1.
The average load current is given by Eq.(3-13) of
Chap. III:
IL L•
ILm 2B ALm sc
Using the normalized values of the effective resetting field
and reset flux given in Table II-1, a normalized input-output
characteristic is plotted as the theoretical curve in Fig. 3-6.
Wr WO b cos otb Wr tb cos Cro  W r H e L
o degrees degrees s c Hem ILm
1- 42B A
s c
0.1 178.3 -0.999 17.83 0.953 0.048 0.316 0.976
0.2 173.5 -0.993 34.7 0.822 0.185 0.448 0.907
0.4 159.0 -0.934 63.6 0.444 0.622 0.633 0.689
0.6 143.2 -0.800 85.9 0.072 1.128 0.776 0.436
0.8 129.0 -0.629 103.2 -0.228 1.599 0.896 0.200
1.0 2.000 1.000 0
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The normalizing constant needed for the experimental
points of Fig. 3-6 is the effective applied field for minimum
output Hem , which is given by Eq.(II-7). The reactor used in
the experimental tests is the one-mil Orthonol reactor tested
previously in Chap. II. From Fig. 2-17 of Chap. II, the con-
stant describing the reactor is
2
BsA KiK2a = 1.75 x 10 - 3 sZ
a (11-13)
B A = 1.87 x 10 - 5 w
sc
The value of Hem for each excitation frequency is given in
Table 11-2.
TABLE II-2
Freq. (cps) 300 500 700 1000 1500 2000 3000
H (A/M) 4.50 5.70 6.87 8.2i 10.1 11.6 14.2
em
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Appendix III
MAXIMIZATION OF THE POWER GAIN
The input-output characteristic of the magnetic ampli-
fier, using the approximate analysis, is given by Eq.(3-33)
of Chap. III: 2IL 3 -1 + 1 + 4K GH
I 2B A C 2K3 G
where G is defined as:
N
2
G = (III-2)
mr
The incremental power gain will be obtained at half-output;
thus the average effective field H 1 required for this level
2
of output is defined from Eq.(III-1) in the expression
B A
\l + 4KGHe 2K G + 1 (11-3)
Differentiation of Eq.(III-1) to obtain the slope of the
input-output characteristic yields:
aI(.F -1 + \/ + 4K3 GH (1114)
8H 2B A Ges G L l + 4K3 GHe
Substitution of Eq.(III-3) into Eq.(III-4) yields the slope
at half-output:
K3
IL -B BAc (111-5)
-L = 0. 5  BALm 2K G +•I~ 1
The power gain defined by q33) of Chap III is given
The power gain defined by Eq.(3-34) of Chap. III is given
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in terms of the derivative of Eq.(III-5) as:
2(OaIL
aIK a
2
RL
Rr
2
IL 2
Lm LmR L
H IL = 2R
l= 0.5 mr
Lm N2
r
Remembering that for the assumed supply voltage square wave,
ILm
V
2 RL (111-7)
and for normal reactor excitation,
V 2B A
N s c
N (111-8)
substitution of Eq.(III-5) into Eq.(III-6) and subsequent
simplification yield the incremental power gain at half-output
for normal excitation:
2
K B A N
K = K3G B
2K 3 G + 1 I2
(III-9)
Differentiation of Eq.(III-9) with respect to G yields
the value of this variable for which maximum power gain
occurs:
G = "3
m 2K3 BA
The resulting maximum power gain is:
N 2 K3 A
pm 8Z m RL
(III-10)
(III-11)
(111-6)
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When the ratio y is defined as:
y = G 2K 3
m
12
BA 
N
SBc r
the power gain of Eq.(III-9) can be normalized to:
K
Kpm (y+1) 2
(111-12)
(111-13)
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Appendix IV
NORMALIZATION OF INPUT-
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
The input-output characteristic for the magnetic ampli-
fier of Fig. 3-1 is described, from the approximate analysis
in Eq.(3-33) of Chap. III, as:
I _ K 1 - 1 + 1+4K GH 2
ILm 2B A 2K3 G
where H is the average effective applied field
e
N V
H r r _ H (IV-2)
mr
and G is the relative reset conductance per unit mean length:
N2
G ,r (IV-3)
mr
The value of G which makes the power gain at half-output
a maximum is given by Eq.(3-37) of Chap. III:
G= 33  (IV-4)
m 2K BA
The ratio Y, defined in Eq.(3-39) of Chap. III, is:
BA NG ac rY = 2K K 'r (IV-5)
m 3 mr
From this expression there results
G =G = . _(Iv-6)2K BsA
Substitution of Eq.(IV-6) into Eq.(IV-l) yields the first
step in the normalization:
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L-1+ 1 21 C (IV-7)
-----= 1 -V 
-I 2 YLm
The average effective applied field Hem necessary for
minimum output is found, by setting Eq.(IV-7) to zero, to be:
H = (' y+1) 2- 2 (Iv-8)
em 2Y
2Y V B S c
Then, in terms of this field for minimum output, the average
effective applied field becomes:
-I
H (H 2y+1)2- 1 9)
e Hem 2Y (-9)
Substitution of Eq.(IV-9) into Eq.(IV-7) yields the second
and last step in the normalizing process. The result is:
L Li 1 + (\ Y+1) 2.- 1] 2
-L- = 1 - 2 , em (IV-10)
ILm 2 Y
The normalizing constants for the experimental points of
Figs. 3-12 and 3-13 are found in the following way. In Eq.
(11-13) of Appendix II, the constant for the reactor used in
the experiments was found to be
K BsAK Ka = 1.12 x 10 - 3 v- (IV-11)3 s 1 2 o 2
and
B A = 1.87 x 10 - 5 webers (IV-12)
s c
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Then, using Eq.(IV-8), the values of Hem in Table IV-1 re-
sult. These values were used in normalizing the experimental
points shown plotted in Figs. 3-12 and 3-13.
TABLE IV-1
freq. (cps) H A Hg A
em m em m
Y= 1.00 y = 0.343
500 9.79 7.16
2000 19.6 14.3
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